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of many historical photographs by past members of the Cleveland Photographic Society. They
represent the photograph’s competitions and awards won from across the country.

Highlights in CPS History

Cleveland Photographic Society 125 Year Timeline

1990

1997

2001

2009

• CPS hosts PSA Interclub Print Competition

• Gerry Juskenas invited to contribute a slide to PSA’s Tops in Photography
for tenth consecutive year

• Bert Klein first mentions the idea of moving the club to
another location in his president’s letter in the newsletter

• Summer: membership reaches 300

• CPS newsletter editor Barbara Durham puts electronic version on her own website

• Five digital workshops are scheduled at CPS

• CPS member Jerry Penca and his son Daniel have a father/son exhibition in downtown
Cleveland

• June: CPS changes meeting nights to Thursday at 7:30

• Shanti Bahadur passes away in December
1991
Board decides to have two special pictorial slide categories

• CPS has another successful road rally-Team Golden Girls (Maria Kaiser, Gwen Babcock
and Lori Fundak) photo of a flasher wins first place

1920
CPS Incorporates

• CPS hosts PSA International Color Slide Competition and
Ron Wilson is one of three judges

CPS competes in PSA Interclub Competition for first time

• Board decides to limit competition awards to 30% of entries

• Ruth Morrison named honorary member

• CPS photographers are invited to the opening day of the
Rainforest at the Zoo

• CPS newsletter becomes an all-digital publication

1963

1921
CPS starts school of photography

CPS only camera club in Northeast Ohio with our own
darkroom and clubroom

1943

1922
Ralph Hartman joins CPS

PSA presents CPS with certificate for being a charter club

• Ralph Dresser becomes president

1923
Thru the Darkroom Door, club newsletter
becomes reality

1965

• Color slide nights held at CPS once a month

1826
First
permanent
image
recorded

1861
First color
photo is seen

1924

1878
First action
photo is seen
1900

1913

• Bill Meyer passes away

Allyn Thayer changes fiscal year to 5/1 to 4/30

• CPS puts picture post cards in Plain Dealer
for attendees”
1925

1937

• Henry Mayer joins CPS

CPS debuts
on radio for
40 weeks

• Ralph Hartman becomes
CPS President for next
14 years
1887

1826

1986

Ruth Morrison elected president for first time

• Republican National Convention in Cleveland

1913
CCC changes
name to
Cleveland
Photographic
Society (CPS)

1984
Board decides to print the newsletter
only four times a year

• Kodachrome debuts on market
1944

1-25-1887
Cleveland
Camera Club
(CCC) is
founded

Bert Klein and Joe Evanko find new clubroom
at Superior where we remain for 22 years

1920

Berthold Klein joins CPS

Our newsletter name changed to Through the
Darkroom Door (instead of Thru)

1934

1950
Member Shanti Bahadur chosen
as the official photographer for
Prime Minister Nehru of India

• Research is done on a graphics system with computer, monitor, and printer

• Bob and Gretchen Tropea and Frank Otto named
honorary members
• Joe Brilla reaches Galaxy Six in Color Slide Division
at PSA and was named PSA Associate that year
• Board raises dues to $45 and $55 starting in Jan 1994

• Arnold Weinberger honored
as only 60 year member

1967

1945

• Frank Otto steps down as Treasurer after 19 years

• CPS has 100th Anniversary

December: John Moddejonge
passes away

• May: A new award ribbon for a perfect score during
CPS competitions is introduced at the annual
banquet and awarded to Mary Rynes, the only
member to receive a perfect score during the 20092010 competition year

• Bert pleads with membership to volunteer for critical positions at CPS

• June: Harry Kaulfersch is the first member to win the
Perfect Score ribbon in a competition meeting with
his photo of “Great Egret”

2005
• April: CPS had annual meeting and voted 32 to 1
in favor of moving to Broadview Heights

1999
• CPS newsletter wins Creative award from PSA for April 1999 front cover
• Jean Willis illustrates digital editing techniques with before and after pictures
in the December CPS newsletter

• CPS awarded the PSA Club Service Award
• Planning begins for 125th anniversary celebration

• May: Ed and Mary Rynes make CPS history with
the most awards won at the year-end competition

2011

• Clubroom moved from downtown Cleveland
to Broadview Heights

• Gaylord Morrison, Ruth’s husband, a longtime CPS member, passes away

• May: Sue Curtis wins the 125th
Anniversary Patch design contest
and the logo is unveiled at the yearend banquet

• The Plain Dealer publishes an article about CPS member Dr. Leroy Dierker
and includes several of his black and white portraits of families and newborns

• May: Farewell party for Ron Wilson
who moves to Cincinnati area

• September: CPS President, Bert Klein, is happy when Vic Evcic volunteers
as VP at the board meeting

• The main room in the clubroom is
named “The Ron Wilson Club Room”

2000

1987

1969

2010

• January: Peter Perry passes away

• Peter Perry suggests the club go digital
• Photoshop noted as industry standard in digital

• November: renovations to enlarge the CPS clubroom are finished

2002

• Bob Burns and Frank Vano pass away

1993

• PSA Associate and CPS member Joe Brilla passes away

• Ron Wilson takes second place at Nikon International Photo
contest and wins $1,000 worth of Nikon equipment

• Paul Kozak, member for 48 years/CPS honorary member passes away

• Quality digital cameras selling at $10,000 (Nikon) and $1,000 (Kodak)

1983

1964

• CPS last camera club in US to admit women

• Board allows 13-18 year olds participate in club competitions

1962

• David Busch and the profiled members in his book go on a
book-signing tour of the area inviting the Guinness Book of
World Record’s representatives to corroborate our entry as “The
most authors present at a book signing event”

• July’s financial summary: revenue: $14,515 and expenses
$10,813 with net: $3,702
• August: five digital cameras (1-2 megapixels) are reviewed
that cost from $179 to $299

1998

1992

• September: David Busch’s book Bucket List – 100 Great Digital
Photos You Must Take Before You Die, highlighting
the photos of CPS members, is published

• Casio introduces filmless camera

• Membership reaches 400 and
continues to grow

1950

2000

1987

2012

1934
1879
Dry plates
are invented
for negatives

1839
Daguerreotype
photography
developed
1851
Wet plates
are invented
to develop
negatives

1895
Pocket
Kodak on
market for
$5.00

1906
CCC has 58
members and
11 honorary
members

1917
WWI
starts and
membership
falls to 20
members

1929

CPS becomes charter club of Photographic
Society of America (PSA)

John Moddejonge becomes our print director
for next 40 years
1928
CPS sets up faculty for our photography school

1949

1959

• CPS moves to
1296 W. 6th St
until 1983
• CPS hosts PSA
Continental
Competition

• John Moddejonge joins CPS
• Margaret Bourke-White was the first woman
allowed to use the CPS darkroom before women
were accepted into the club
1926
• Arnold Weinberger joins CPS and becomes the only
60 year member in our history
• CPS newsletter becomes more professional-looking
changing to a 24 page (6 by 3.5 inches) booklet with
advertising

CPS hosts
International Club
Print Competition

1958
• Bill Meyer becomes president
• Ruth Morrison joins CPS

1927
• First CPS field trip by train to Pittsburgh
International Photographic Salon

1981

Jeanne Urban becomes
first female CPS president

1980
Jim “Hollywood”
Kunkel joins CPS

1956/57
CPS School offers a color
photography class
1955
Ralph Hartman passes away

1995
1989

• Elmer Mueller passes away at 91

Ron Wilson named
to top 10 North
American Color
Slide Exhibitors by
PSA

• CPS has fundraiser at Cleveland Air Show selling film

1977
Henry Mayer passes away
1972
CPS School adds color
printing class taught by
Bert Klein
1971
With the boom of color
printing, color prints are
finally judged as a new
and separate category

1988

• 23 CPS members go on Island hopping cruise to Kellys Island
and Put-in-Bay for $26 that includes a buffet on-board the boat
• CPS has another Road Rally
• Fundamentals class has record 39 students instructed by Bob
Burns, Ron Wilson, Jim Kunkel, and John Scott
• Out of 234 entrants, the CPS newsletter wins the PSA Creativity
Award for layout

• July: Ron Wilson designs his own home page on
internet which features his 3,000 Amish photos and
commentary
• July: Due to popularity, the board decides to expand
Creative nights from two to five per year so members
can show their slides and prints
• Ron Wilson awarded fifth Star in color slide division
of PSA allowing him to compete for Galaxies

2006
• New member, Rob Erick, initiates creation of CPS website
• Fall issue: Through the Darkroom Door is renamed Darkroom Door (DRD)

2007

• Toshiba develops 3-D
video camera
• CPS adds competition
categories People
and Creative

1996

• First quarter: board approves a written CPS Mission Statement
1994
• Gretchen Tropea, CPS secretary from 1973 to 1992, passes away
• Club decides to have three Photojournalism Competitions during the
1994/95 club year
• Gerry Juskenas retires as CPS newsletter Circulation Manager after
23 years of service

• January: Ruth Morrison and Charlie Caseau both pass away
• August: CPS has very first Projection
competition with two to three times more
entries than any print competition
we’ve ever had
• Marcia Polevoi, Michelle Abraham, and
Mary Kay Coletta take over and redesign
the DRD
• The Cleveland Project exhibits at the
Beachwood Community Center and
City Hall for “Celebrate Cleveland” month
• December: Charlie Cervenak passes away

2008

2012

• Board approves
creating a
Photography
Reference
Library

• January: 125th Anniversary celebration kick-off
party on Friday the 27th

• CPS approaches
250 members
late in year

• April: CPS’s first Interstate Competition with three PSA judges via
a web conference with Cincinnati Camera Club (founded in 1884)

• Fourth quarter:
Camera Guild
of Cleveland
disbands and
joins CPS

• March: CPS’s first Public Scavenger Hunt begins
with 500+ participants searching downtown for
125 images

• May: 125th Anniversary Year-End Party at Crowne Plaza in
Independence, Ohio with almost 250 members and guests in
attendance, this is the highest attendance ever at a year-end banquet
• June: CPS’s first club portrait, about 170 members participate
• June: CPS’s first advertisement (half-page) in PSA’s Journal
magazine to celebrate our 125th Anniversary
• August: CPS hosts our first Canon Explorer of Light, Lewis Kemper,
a presentation open to public
• November: CPS’s first time hosting the Western Reserve
Photographic Society for an interclub “Projection” competition
• November: Scavenger Hunt ends with awards party
• CPS exceeds 500 members on the roster
• CPS fellowship room is named “Rob Erick Gathering Room”
• Committee chair, Jim Frazer, steps down and Ron Werman takes
over CPS’s award-winning Community Service

In the beginning...
The first permanent photo image was made by the French inventor Joseph Niepce.
It was 1826 when he used a “camera obscura” to burn an image of the French
countryside onto a chemical-coated pewter plate. The black-and-white exposure
lasted eight hours and he called it Heliography meaning “sun drawing.” It was almost
50 years later that photography begins to get recognition as an art form with help from
Alfred Stieglitz, who is generally credited with the distinction of getting it recognized in
this way.
With traditional film and slide photography, the photographer’s artistic skill was limited
to what he or she could do before the shutter was tripped. Once the light was captured,
there was little room in terms of creativity when it came to processing the image.
Various techniques like derivation, sandwiching, solarization, and grain enlargement
were used by the few dedicated photographers who were willing to spend tedious hours
in the darkroom.

promote interest in photography both as a
career and hobby, and to further fellowship
among members.
CPS had its own “digital introductory
era” and in the following pages we give
a glimpse of that transition. One of our
windows into this past has been our
newsletter, Darkroom Door (DRD), a
monthly and more recently a quarterly
bulletin, faithfully produced by CPS since
the early-1920s.

With the introduction of digital photography late in the 20th century, photographers
were fascinated by the ability to see their image on the back of their cameras
immediately after they captured the image. When Adobe released its first digital
image editing software in 1990, a new dimension of artistic imagery opened up taking
“art photography” to a new level. Digital cameras and this post-capture processing
immediately created a conflict in the photography world where entire groups of
photographers refused to accept or even recognize this alternative to film.

Cleveland Photographic Society:
Our Legacy
Cleveland Photographic Society (CPS) is
the seventh longest-running camera club
in the country and has the distinct honor
of being the second-oldest camera club in
Ohio. At its inception, CPS had a few male
members from the elite class of Cleveland
because photography was not for the
middle class in those days. Its membership
list reportedly looked like the “Who’s Who”
list of Cleveland with names like William
Higbee, our first secretary.
Our club moved many times within
downtown Cleveland: 13 to be exact. We

moved seven times in our first 23 years
(by 1920 when we were incorporated)
and then six times in the subsequent 85
years of existence before moving out to
our current location in Broadview Heights
in 2005.
Another unique feature about CPS is that
it has always had its own clubroom. This
tradition allowed CPS to have a place for
photographers to continuously gather to
talk shop, to offer darkroom facilities to
all members, and to teach photography
classes to the public. CPS has had their
school every year since 1921. This was a
basic tenet in keeping our objectives, to
1

Credits for photos on facing page:
Clockwise starting top left: Man of Better
Days (1940) by H.M. Howison; The Toilers
(1920) by Tedarle; In the Woods (1928) by
John C. Moddejonge; Ms. Raj Kumar Patel
(1963) by Shanti Bahadur; Expo Expedition
(1936) by John Moddejonge; Farm Fields
(1963) by W.G. Meyer

After the Centennial: 1987 ~ 1998
In 1987, the year of CPS’s 100th
Anniversary, the first heart and lung
transplant took place in Baltimore and, in
the world of geo-politics, President Ronald
Reagan challenged the Soviet Premier to
tear down the Berlin Wall. Aretha Franklin
became the first woman to be inducted
into the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame and
people paid 89 cents a gallon for gas to go
see the movie Dirty Dancing. In the world
of imaging, IBM made the first floppy disk
drive for video graphics.

Centennial Celebration

Top left: Autumn Rain,
Ash Cave (Ohio 1989)
and top right: Mt.
Quadra, Consolation
Lake (Alberta, Canada
1987) both by Walter
Grossman

Above: Breakfast in the Park (1986) by William Meyer and below: Jim
Kunkel’s Lighthouse won Honorable Mention in a Kodak competition

We celebrated our centennial year with
a special program. The highlight of the
evening was a slideshow consisting of 20
years of CPS’s Winning slides put together
by Joe Evanko, the club’s president. As
the slides displayed with coordinated
background music, members enjoyed
birthday cake and punch.
A special tribute was paid to the late
Henry Mayer, Chairman of CPS School of
Photography, who was also known as the
“Dean of Nature Photography.” He joined
CPS in 1925 and remained a member
for 51 years. His prints hung in the
Smithsonian Museum and are now part of
its permanent collection.

Above: Beckon the
Wind (1997) by Gerald
Penca
Right: Chain Bridge
(1991) by Chuck
Bentivegna

Another CPS photographer who made a
name for himself was Bill Meyer. On the
eve of the centennial year celebration,
Bill’s framed print “Breakfast in the Park”
and an engraved plaque were presented
to Terry Reese, the Director of Operations
for Cleveland Metroparks. Both currently
hang at the Rocky River Nature Center’s
Auditorium. That year, the CPS board of
2

Directors approved an honor award in
Bill’s memory, The William Meyer Nature
Award for black-and-white prints.

CPS in the Media
Cleveland’s Channel 5 News came out to
do a report for their newscast highlighting
our 100-year anniversary and unique
history. There was also a half-page article
in the local Sun Newspaper about the CPS
centennial. Also, during this special year,
the CPS newsletter was honored with it’s
first Photography Society of America’s
(PSA) International Bulletin Contest award
in “Creativity and Layout.” We ended our
centennial year with a traveling print show
at the Cuyahoga Valley Nature Center.
During the next decade, the club had its
usual competitions, field trips, annual
banquets, workshops, and holiday parties
with the Robbers’ Gift Exchange. In
keeping with our founding objectives of
advancing photography, we continued our
tradition of having the Photography School
classes twice a year.

Members Share Their Expertise
CPS members shared their knowledge and
expertise on every aspect of photography
in the Darkroom Door bulletins. They
wrote articles on photography tips, special
processing techniques, film exposure, field
trip suggestions, chemistry of fall color,
and human perception of depth and color.
Each month, an accomplished member
was profiled with introductory remarks.
Chuck Bentivegna, one of our especially
talented members, helped advance
photography in the club. A member
3

from 1989 to 1994, he served on the
board and taught special sessions on
macrophotography. He was active in the
competitions, helped out as projectionist
for the slide competitions, and announced
the image results after the judges
comments. He recently returned as a
member in 2012 and became active again
in our competitions.

People and Creative Categories
In 1988, in addition to having the “Nature”
and “Pictorial” competitions, two new
categories, “People” and “Creative” were
introduced thanks to creative inspiration
from two members, Jerry Penca and
Maria Kaiser, who both joined in 1987.
In 1989, Ron Wilson was named to the Top
10 North American Color Slide Exhibitors
by PSA.
CPS hosted a PSA Interclub Print
Competition in 1990 and also had their
first Scavenger Hunt that year. It was in
December when CPS learned the sad
news that legendary member Shanti
Bahadur passed away.

Jerry Penca taken by John Scott and right is
Maria Kaiser

Advent of Digital Age
In 1991, Kodak released
the first commercially
available professional
digital camera—a
Nikon F3 body with a
digital sensor. As if to
prove a point, our own
CPS member Ed Willis
(right), a retired NASA
research scientist, made an image using
homemade lenses. He mounted two No.
4 Diopter close-up lenses back to back
with a washer between them to serve
as the aperture. This gave an effective
focal length of 135mm with an aperture
of f9. The image titled “Miki” (above) was
published in the DRD July 1991 issue. He
later found out that the design was briefly
popular in Germany in the 1880s when it
was called the “Periskop Lens.”

Fall of the Wall
In 1992, three years after the fall of the
Berlin Wall, CPS member Rita Byron
presented a slideshow titled “The Fall of
the Wall” recounting her harrowing, yet
occasionally hilarious, few months of life in
East Berlin around that time. She added a
creative twist to her show by having
the guests greeted by people dressed
as authentically uniformed officers of
the period.
At the 27th Annual Jewish Community
Center Photography show in 1992, Chris
Morrow, Gerald Penca, and Frank Salle
each had two prints accepted. Chris also
won the “American Greetings Award” that
year. CPS photographers were invited to
the opening day of the Rainforest at the
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo. Also, in 1992,

Left: Longing from the Balustrade (1997) by Gerald Penca
Center: Miki (1991) by Ed Willis (shot with homemade lens)
Right: Team Work by Joe Brilla

Above: Morning Mist Merced River by Walter Grossman
Center: St. Vlad Chandelier by Walter Grossman
Right: Fly (1991) by Chuck Bentivegna

the board decided to limit competition
awards to 30 percent of the total entries.

Sad news was passed along within CPS in
1994 when the club finds out that Gretchen
Tropea, who was CPS secretary from 1973
to 1992, passed away. Gretchen and her
husband Bob had done so much for the
club while they were members.

Sharks and Vikings
Adventure has always been at the heart
of CPS. In 1993, two slide presentations
embodied that spirit. In April, Ed Hill, a
well-known underwater photographer,
took CPS members on a Shark-Trek in
the Bahamas with his underwater slide
presentation. A few months later, Ted
Boynton enthralled fellow members with a
two-projector slideshow titled “The Land of
Vikings and Celtics.” Ted, a world traveler
on his yacht, filmed the program while he
and his wife sailed to Ireland, Scotland,
and Norway.
In this same year, Frank Otto decided to
step down after 19 straight years as our
treasurer and Jim Kunkel had a Nature
Print Show for two weeks at the Garfield
Park Nature Center.
In the next two years, CPS hosted
the PSA’s International Color Slide
Competitions. Slides arrived from
Belgium, Canada, the UK, and other
countries. CPS member, Ron Wilson and
other judges from the Camera Guild of
Cleveland judged the first competition.

New Wave of the Future
In recognition of electronic digital imaging
as the “new wave of the future,” CPS
invites Curt Chandler, photographer and
editor of The Plain Dealer newspaper,
to review how digital imaging was being
applied at the newspaper.

Member Activity 1993 – 1994
In 1993, Bob and Gretchen Tropea and
Frank Otto were named CPS honorary
4

members. Joe Brilla reached Galaxy Six
in the Color Slide Division at PSA and
was named PSA Associate that year.
He was known around the world for his
mice pictures. Also, that year, a Gerry
Juskenas color slide was accepted in
PSA’s prestigious Tops in Photography
program, his seventh since 1986! The
board decided to raise dues to $45 and
$55 starting in January 1994.

In 1995, Barbara Durham was invited by
PSA to submit an image, so she entered
her slide “Male Mandrill.” She also won
the Federation Internationale l’ Art
Photographique Award in the Best Nature
Slide section at the seventh PSMP/Bhopal
International Exhibition of Photography.
As digital photography was gaining
ground in the field, Jim Wheeler wrote
the infamous article in the DRD saying
he didn’t see any great breakthroughs in
digital photography around the corner.

Gerry Juskenas (above) decides in 1994 to
hang it up after 23 years as the CPS DRD
Circulation Manager. CPS also made the
decision to have three Photojournalism
Competitions. This was also the year South
African photojournalist Kevin Carter made
the iconic Pulitzer-Prize winning image
that shocked the world. He captured an
emaciated child crawling towards a United
Nation’s food camp in famine-stricken
Sudan as a vulture waits behind the child.
CPS introduced a special travel photo
competition, which generated some fierce
competition among the members. In the
DRD, Elaine Kukral began a series titled
“The Inquiring Shutter” in a question/
answer format while Peter Perry amused
fellow members with his articles that
reflected perceptive observations of
humor in daily life titled “Vermont Story.”

1995 was a big year for CPS when the
Fundamentals School had 39 students,
a record number, who were instructed by
Bob Burns, Ron Wilson, Jim Kunkel, and
John Scott. PSA awarded the DRD with
a Creativity Award for layout out of 234
entrants. We decided to have another
Road Rally that year and a fundraiser
at the Cleveland Air Show selling film.
In 1995, the club learned that past
president Elmer Mueller passed away
in California. He was 91.

Part of Cleveland History
Coinciding with Cleveland’s Bicentennial
Celebration, CPS was listed in the
“Encyclopedia of Cleveland History,” a
publication sponsored by Case Western
Reserve University and Western Reserve
Historical Society. CPS member Walter
Grossman was asked by the City of
Cleveland to shoot the city’s landmarks for
the bicentennial celebration.
Walter Grossman had been a member
of CPS since the mid-70s when the
club was located on East 6th Street. He
was active in mostly print competitions
and had been judging our competitions
since around the mid-90s. He shared his
astounding technical know-how with the
club by giving presentations on exposure
and development, light values, and light
reading. One of his defining points was
when he presented “The key is to previsualize what you want it to look like on
print.” This advice holds true even in this
age of digital wizardry. His work has been
described by fellow CPS member, Bert
Klein, as “up there with Ansel Adams,
maybe better ” He gave presentations
on prints and continues to judge our
competitions. He co-authored “Cleveland’s
Vanishing Sacred Architecture” with
Arcadia Publishing.
Some rare field trips like an island-hopping
cruise aboard the M.V. City of Sandusky,
and a Punderson Park camping weekend
kept member’s creative juices flowing.

Digital Gains in the Mid-90s
In 1996, Sony released a Cybershot digital
still camera and CPS seemed poised to
make it into the digital era. Having already
Ron Wilson and Bob Burns

5

hosted a digital imaging workshop by a
Plain Dealer photographer and editor, Bert
Klein decided to conduct a digital photo
manipulation workshop.

Internet Explored
Jim Wheeler wrote an article about
exploring the option of communicating
with CPS members through the Internet.
He dove into the digital medium,
purchased his own scanner and
announced to the club that the DRD
was now almost 100 percent digitally
produced. Within the next year, most
members owned computers and having
more digital workshops was proposed in
the board meetings.
Also in 1996, Russell Purnell, Jr. joined
CPS and for the ninth consecutive year,
Gerry Juskenas is invited to submit a
slide to PSA’s Tops in Photography. Ron
Wilson designed his own homepage on the
Internet and provided information about
his collection of more than 3,000 Amish
photos among others. He was awarded his
fifth star in the Color Slide division of PSA
and earned the honor to compete for the
Galaxies level at PSA.

Creative CPS
Also during this same year, we decided
to have our first “Six-Shot Shootout” with
members who are given a roll of film and
six subjects to photograph. Only the first
six exposures on their roll could be turned
in at the end of the night.
Due to the popularity of Creative Photo
nights, the board decided to expand the
schedule from two to five per year. CPS
had another successful Road Rally with
one of the highlights being when Team

Ruth Morrison
Ask the members who knew Ruth Morrison what she was
like and the spectrum of responses spanned the colors
of the rainbow. She was Superwoman. She was Annie
Oakley. She was a Girl Scout. Bert Klein said “she was
tough-talking,” and Maria Kaiser remembers her as an
“out-spoken, curmudgeon.” But above all, she was
“Mother Nature.”

Left: Digital Egret (1998) by Jim Wheeler
Center: Giraffes at Dawn (1997) by Barbara Durham
Above: Low Tide by Maria Kaiser

Ocelot and Caterpillar by Ruth Morrison

Ruth, whose favorite artist was Georgia O’Keefe, loved
nature and photographing it in all its splendor. Her
favorite subject was wildflowers. She would lay right
down on the ground with her camera to capture the
essence of the flower’s beauty. Nature photography was
her forte and her husband, Gaylord, would make sure
Ruth got to any location she needed to be to get the
images she wanted. Gaylord and Ruth, as they say, were
a match made in heaven. She adored him and he took his
fair share of pictures, though his passion for photography
didn’t match hers.

At one particular bird-watching field trip, the group was
trying to capture some birds on a branch. They were
of course conscious of Ruth’s law, “no hand of man in
any way shape or form.” To get around the rule, one
enterprising member brought a cupful of mealy worms,
spreading them under a branch to feed the birds and
keep them in place. The birds would drop down, pick
up a worm and alight back on the branch providing a
“no hand of man” natural back drop. Problem was the
worms attracted a ton of birds as well as photographers.
Ruth suspected something was afoot when a string
of photographers with tripods appeared in front of the
branch with a string of birds on it, but she had nothing to
prove it was “fowl” play.

As the chair of the Nature competitions, Ruth ruled
with an iron fist insisting that “no hand of man” should
appear in a true nature photograph. She examined
photographs with an eagle-eye, making sure this rule
was not broken or even slightly bent. That was one of the
reasons that rule is still honored today by the club. Ruth
was an innovator. She searched and experimented with
ways to improve her photography. She would put two
slides together to make, what Bert Klein described as, a
montage image. In today’s Adobe Photoshop, we know it
as the layering process.

As CPS president, Ruth was a no-nonsense leader. She
had a history of butting heads with the treasurer, Frank
Otto, who was a certified public accountant and took his
work seriously. At one particular board meeting, Ruth
challenged one of his treasury entries in the minutes.
Frank got so frustrated that he picked up his papers,
stormed out the door, and didn’t come back that evening.
Ruth kept the meeting going without skipping a beat.

When Bert Klein was asked to give us an idea of what
she was like, there was a slow nervous laugh that came
out, a pause, and then he said with big grin, “She was
something else.” She was a member of the NRA and a
Girl Scout leader. She taught the girls how to shoot guns.
When Ruth spoke, you listened. Her Nature competition
judges also knew to listen and heed her words. Ruth told
them to start with a score of nine and work backwards,
deducting only a point in each area as necessary. She
even compiled a judges’ guidelines book. Paying close
attention to the judges’ comments during competitions,
she did not hesitate to challenge their scoring saying,
“I noticed you deducted a point for impact. Can you tell
me why?”
Maria Kaiser remarks that Ruth once took several women
on a camping trip. The door of their cabin in the woods
would not lock. Not a problem for Ruth! She decided
to stack all the furniture against the one and only door
before they all went to bed.
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Golden Girls, Maria Kaiser, Sue Telecky
and Gwen Babcock, join the Panty of the
Month Club at one of their Road Rally
stops, a Victoria’s Secret store!

The board passed an amendment letting
13-18 year olds participate in competitions,
Ruth Morrison is named an honorary
member, and Vic Evcic joined CPS.

By 1997, 30 million people in the United
States were using the Internet and a year
later DRD editor Barbara Durham put an
electronic version of the newsletter on her
website where she created space for CPS.

During that same year, Photoshop was
noted as the industry standard for digital
editing software and the club researched
the cost of a computer graphics system.
This included a computer, monitor, and
printer which cost about $2700. Add to

With cutting-edge photo-editing
techniques, Barbara scored first place in
the Pictorial competition with an image
titled “Giraffes at Dawn.” She composited
an image of giraffes she photographed at
the Columbus Zoo onto a background of a
sunrise over Beaver Pond at the Cuyahoga
Valley Recreation area. She described
the hours she spent creating a seamless,
natural-looking montage in the image.
Later, Barbara resigned as the editor due
to failing health and passed away a few
months later.

It wasn’t long before Ruth was in need of help herself.
She became quite frail and needed assistance getting
around. As weak as she was in 2004, she would ask her
friends to take her to the club and help her get up those
horrible steps at the Superior clubroom. Slowly and
patiently they would guide her up the stairs to the club
she loved so much. In another year, CPS would move to
their new clubroom. However, only wonderful memories
of Ruth Morrison would follow us, and not Mother Nature,
the woman herself. Unfortunately, she never saw our new
clubroom, but her legacy lives on there in many ways.

Jerry Penca and his son Daniel
participated in a father/son photo
exhibition in downtown Cleveland and
CPS had another successful Road Rally.
Team Golden Girls won first place with
their photo of a flasher.

The longtime CPS friend, past president, and honorary
member, Ruth Morrison, passed away January 24, 2007.

CPS Goes Digital

On a sad note that year, CPS lost three
members. Paul Kozak, CPS Honorary
Member and member since 1950, Bob
Burns, a longtime CPS instructor, and
Frank Vano pass away, leaving a deep
impression on the club.
Ed Willis picked up the mantle as editor
of the DRD and in the light of his strong
advocacy of recognizing the digital
medium as the “state of the art,” he
contemplated a show of hands in gauging
the member’s interest in the rapidly
evolving digital medium. Realizing the
hidden potential for the digital medium’s
effect on creativity, Ed was already
proposing that CPS have photo categories
of computer manipulated versus computer
generated.
As Google, Inc. was founded in Menlo
Park, California, and Photoshop
announced Version 5 with color
management in 1998, CPS truly stepped
into the digital era when editor Ed Willis
produced an all-digital DRD edition. Ed
decided to showcase member’s photos
in his DRDs, and in one, he picked Maria
Kaiser’s “Maya” that received a perfect
score of 27 in competition.

No surprise to anyone familiar with his
work, Gerry Juskenas was invited, for the
tenth time, to contribute a slide to PSA’s
Tops in Photography program in 1997.

In 1998, Peter Perry suggested that the
club go digital to compete with other
offerings around town. Nikon was selling a
$10,000 digital camera and Kodak offered
one for $1,000 on the market.

that a digital camera, then the darkroom
became obsolete!

Top: Sue Telecky spoofs with Gwen Babcock
at the CPS Halloween party and Sue Telecky
relaxing on a CPS fieldtrip. Both photos by
Maria Kaiser.
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Nimslo 3-D camera developed in the 1980s
could produce 3-D prints using a Lenticular
printer. Photo by Berthold Klein

A Transformational Time: 1997 ~ 2004
The first few years of our new century
were tumultuous years for our country.
The impeachment trial and acquittal of
President Bill Clinton, the September 11,
2001 terrorist attacks, the Space Shuttle
Columbia exploding upon re-entry,
and the war in Iraq had our country on
edge. We entertained ourselves with the
newly formed Napster, MySpace, and
Facebook Internet sites, which brought
computer technology into areas of our
life and society previously devoid of
digitization.
The digital era would soon change
the face of the world and photography
forever. The first publicly marketed
SLR digital camera was introduced by
Nikon in the late-1990s. By 2004, Kodak
had stopped producing film cameras.
Photography was in the midst of a really
wild ride into
the digital
world!
Sony Mavica
(1997)
recorded
images onto
a floppy disc.
Photo by Sue
Curtis

10-Gallon Hat President
Top left: Watercolor Seascape by John Scott.
The original was taken with a Hasselblad 21/4 medium format camera.
There was a 20 to 30 mph crosswind creating the waves and also
buffeting the camera even though it was mounted on a sturdy Bendo
tripod. After developing the film and making a print, the result was a very
highly detailed but slightly soft image due to the wind buffeting. A very
“painterly” effect.
Above: Suck Face by Leroy Dierker

Top right: World Trade Center Remains, (2001) by Elaine Kukral. Center
right: Working Till Day’s End (1991) by Chuck Bentivegna. Above: Heron in
Brazilian Pepper Tree (2002) by Ed Rynes.
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At CPS, Howard Kuhns, a family and
scenic photography specialist, was
president in 1999. It was a difficult time
to be president as membership was
stagnant and the lack of growth was
beginning to chip away at morale. Howard
was an easy-going president, always
wearing his signature white 10-gallon hat

to the meetings, and was well liked by
the members. Taking a traditional, lowrisk approach to the presidency without
making waves, he kept the status quo. His
wife Lana, also a member, was active with
exhibits and a contributor to the Darkroom
Door. The club officers were Bert Klein,
Vice President; Susan Adams, Secretary;
and Maria Kaiser, Treasurer.
The board of Trustees consisted of 10
members. Each of these members was a
dedicated photographer who did their best
to keep the club inspired and active. This
was not always easy. The board meetings
were chaotic and inefficient, with everyone
trying to speak at once. Common courtesy
was sometimes overlooked. Every CPS
issue, including calendar and schedule
changes, had to be approved by the board
before it would be implemented.

Staying Above Water
The Fundamentals of Photography class
was offered at $75 and the Darkroom
Techniques class was $85. With the
school income and membership dues,
$40 for an individual and $50 for a couple,
CPS was able to meet its expenses and
stay above water. All our bills got paid,
but extras were limited. Snacks were
still provided at meetings with a cup set
out for donations. Generally, members
brought chips or other snack foods, but
Ruth Morrison sometimes provided a
carrot cake that was an extra special treat!
Membership was down to 70-80 members
and new members were scarce. During
the last six months of 1999, the club had
welcomed only 10 new members.
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Creative Techniques Before
Photoshop
CPS has always been proud of its
photography classes. Not only were these
classes the life-blood of CPS and taught
by first-rate photographers from all areas
of medium, but most of the teachers were
graduates of our school as well. In 1999,
Doug Kerner, past president 1996-1997,
taught experimental photography; Jerry
Penca taught commercial and fine art
photography; and John Scott, our resident
expert on filters, instructed on when to
use various filters.
John Scott was the “Creative Techniques”
Instructor before Photoshop was the
standard. One of the first things he would
relay to his students was that much of his
photography had little basis in reality. This
always seemed to get a laugh. Among the
creative techniques that he would teach
were basic uses of the Cokin Filter system
and how you could change the mood of
an image by using various color filters.
Together with Sue Swope, who would run
the projector for his class, their presentation

Doug Kerner by Maria Kaiser

Left: Wood Duck (2001) by Jim Kunkel
Right: Designs in the Sky by Joe Polevoi

was tongue-in-cheek fun and informative.
John taught that when an opportunity
presents itself, you can use filters, multiple
exposures, composition, and a good
understanding of your equipment, to make
something out of less than ideal conditions.
He was constantly at the club helping out,
answering any questions, and inspiring
those around him. John has been described
as good-natured and extremely creative.
Our DRD newsletter won a creative award
from PSA for its April 1999 front cover. In
the December issue that same year, the
DRD illustrated the value of digital editing
and enhancement with its first before/
after comparison. Jean Willis’s photo was
shown as the “before,” and then again as
the “after” once some digital touch-up was
done on it.

First Digital Workshops
and Fun Field Trips
In 1999, Nikon introduced the Nikon D1,
2.74 megapixel SLR digital camera for
under $6000. The club recognized a
change in their environment and started
to offer digital workshops. Special interest
group meetings were also held covering
various digital topics. These kept the club
current with general digital editing, special
effects, digital camera information,
printing, and file management workshops.
The club had fun field trips. Favorites
included the Mohican Indian Pow Wow
at the Mohican Indian Reservation, in
Loudonville, Ohio, and tours on Lolly
the Trolley led by Charlie Cervenak. Jim
Kunkel presented nature workshops. CPS
continued to have special photo theme
nights such as self-portraits, hand of man
in nature, and “what is it?.”

Another task was to go into a certain
beverage store in Lakewood and ask the
clerk for a price on a six-pack of “Old
Woodchuck.” By the time Jan and John
got to the store, the owner wouldn’t tell
them how much because he said that
they were the sixth group to come in there
that day to ask that and NOBODY had
bought one! So, Jan and John purchased
a six-pack to find out the cost. Finding out
the price of a room at a local motel was
another task. Bonus points were given if
you asked what the hourly rate was! Can
you imagine the reaction of the desk clerk
when team Golden Girls walked into this
motel and asked about hourly rates?

Photo Road Rallys
Photo Road Rallys were a big hit with
our club members in the ‘90s. Members
formed teams and would follow
instructions to get to certain places to
perform specific, sometimes awkward
tasks. They would then take a photo to
document what they did.

Sue Swope and Nancy Burns shooting in
Vermont. Photo by John Scott

At one of the rallies, Jan Holkenborg
and John Scott were partners. They
had to drive down Edgewater Drive and
write down the various security systems
that the homeowners were using. Many
houses were set back from the road, so
they needed to use binoculars to get the
security information. Points were awarded
for the number of systems listed. Luckily,
none of the teams were stopped by the
police for questioning!
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Joe Polevoi being “mummified” by Sonya Yost
at a Halloween Party. Photo by Ray Humphries

Impactful Joe
One guy joined our club at what could
have been just the right time for the future
of CPS. Joe Polevoi became a member in
April 1999 and found a great photo club
in need of a boost. He brought new ideas
and was a big fan of Photoshop. From
the beginning, Joe made an impact. He
was renowned for his sense of humor and
creative vision.
Joe received his BFA from the Akron
Art Institute Professional School and

Left:1928 Packard by Ed Rynes
Center: Rock and Roll Blows My Mind by Ed Rynes

Above: View made famous by Ansel Adams
Monument Valley by Jim Kunkel

served in the U.S. Army as an illustrator
during the Korean War. He then moved
to Cleveland to work as an artist at
the Cleveland Press newspaper. His
credentials were extensive and his work
has been shown in numerous exhibitions
in the U.S., Japan, and private collections.
Joe brought his talents to CPS with a
nudge and a grin. His friendly smile belied
the serious artist and photographer he
was, with a prankster side. His workshops
included kaleidoscope lenses, computer
graphics, and a “Fresh Look at Your
World.” He has inspired and cajoled us
to be better photographers. Joe knew
that CPS was stagnating and was very
outspoken in his support for the club
needing to move.

four perfect scores in People competitions
that year with one color and three blackand-white images.

The other half of the Polevoi equation
was his wife, Marcia. Marcia did not
consider herself to be a photographer,
though she had taken some pictures.
She accompanied Joe to museums and
various functions in the art world, picking
up tips and knowledge along the way.
When the club was located on Superior,
she did not attend any meetings. However,
after our move to Broadview Heights, she
started attending and began to volunteer.
She did so much with the club that she
decided to join, even though she still did
not consider herself a photographer.

Ed’s Sweet Deal
Joe had friends that he talked into joining
the club that same year. Ed and Mary
Rynes didn’t waste any time making
themselves known at CPS when Ed
started entering the club competitions.
Whatever Ed Rynes took a picture of,
he set the bar higher for other CPS
photographers. His images were that

good! In what must be one of the most
unusual camera purchases ever, Ed
bought his first camera in Japan in 1947
for several cartons of cigarettes and 10
pounds of saccharin!
Mary discovered her own passion for
photography while in Florida. She and Ed
were out together while Ed was taking
some pictures. He had to go get more
film and left his camera with Mary. A
butterfly landed on a flower next to her
so she picked up Ed’s camera and took a
picture of it. That photo won a prize in a
competition at the Chagrin Valley Camera
Club! She was hooked and has been
taking pictures ever since. The Rynes and
Polevois still get together when they winter
in Florida, and to shoot the local birds and
environment.

Competition Successes
Club competitions were held regularly.
Judging was primarily done by other
members with occasional visits by outside
judges. CPS had not been competing in
the Northeast Ohio Camera Club Council
(NEOCCC) competitions for the past four
years. With the help of Bob Malek, a CPS
member who became the new official
NEOCCC representative, the club decided
to participate again in the NEOCC. We
came back strong, becoming the topscoring club in November 1999. These
competitions carried great prestige in
the camera club world, both locally and
nationally.
Digital photography continued to grow.
In 2000, you didn’t have to go far to
see some terrific photography by our
members. Ron Wilson received a perfect
score of 27 for his “Horse Drive” photo at a
CPS competition and Maria Kaiser earned
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A special side story on Maria Kaiser
included CPS DRD editor Ed Willis and his
wife. The Willis’s ran into Maria, not across
town, but at a restaurant in Newfoundland!
It was 2000 and Maria was on her way
to Labrador to go camping, taking in the
coastal scenery in her beloved homeland,
Canada. What a small world! In 2001,
Ron Wilson took second place at a Nikon
International Photo Contest and won
$1,000 worth of Nikon equipment.

2001 – Into the Internet
Meanwhile, back in Cleveland, CPS
member Chris Paul set up a free intranet
page for members at intranets.com, where
100MB of storage space could be shared
by members. Charlie Cervenak taught a
“Dos and Don’ts of Photography” class at
the club and agreed to be the auctioneer
at our Photo Equipment Auctions. This
was the first of his many memorable
auctions to come. The officers and board
were delighted when the auction grossed
28 percent more than it did the year
before. Credit for this improvement was
given to Charlie, our new auctioneer.
In July of 2001, our revenue was $14,515
and expenses $10,813 – netting $3,702.
There were several digital workshops
scheduled at CPS, and the board, trying
to get more members to attend the weekly
meetings, changed meeting nights from
Fridays to Thursdays. In the stores that
year, one- and two-megapixel cameras
were selling from $179 to $299. Also in
2001, CPS was saddened to hear that
fellow member and PSA Associate, Joe
Brilla, had passed away.

Left: Orangutan by Jim Kunkel
Center: Antiquity at Ephesus by Elaine Kukral
Right: Venetian Homeless by Elaine Kukral

Left: 3 Onions by Berthold Klein
Right: Wow by Russell Purnell, Jr.

known that he needed help and he needed
it “yesterday.” Bert began an active search
for a vice president that eventually found
member, Vic Evcic. Much to Bert’s relief,
Vic stepped up and took over the position
in September 2000.

Jim: Teacher Extraordinaire
CPS member Jim Kunkel, while not
a graduate of our school, offered his
tremendous knowledge of photography
and enjoyed sharing this with students
and members alike. He was an instructor
of the Fundamentals Class from 1985 to
1999. He was most known as a nature
photographer and his nature outings
and workshops were popular. He would
also have workshops on mat cutting
and printing your own photos. Jim, who
discovered photography in 1952 with a
borrowed point-and-shoot camera, joined
CPS in 1980. He was retired from Bell
Systems and served in the Navy as an
aviation electronics technician. Even
though he was known for his nature
photographs, he shot all types of photos
and enjoyed being involved in all phases
of photography. In Jim’s film days, he used
35mm film exclusively and developed and
printed in his own darkroom since 1976.
He always got a thrill when one of his
students won in a competition.

First CPS Website
CPS set up a GeoCities website, which
provided the first digital copies of the
DRD in color. Ed Willis was the first CPS
member to purchase a digital camera.
Elaine Kukral and Jim Wheeler were
also early converts to digital and shared
this new technology with the club. Elaine
Kukral borrowed a Sony Mavica digital
camera and snapped dozens of candid
photos at the CPS holiday party. She
was able to get 51 images on one floppy
disc, which she gave to Ed Willis for the
newsletter. Ed then browsed the images
less than an hour later. This was progress!

Superior Problems

Berthold (Bert) Klein, then (with his son) and now. He’s been a loyal and active member of CPS for
more than 45 years. He is currently in charge of the CPS school.

When digital photography really began to
make an impact, Jim Wheeler (below), also
known as “The Birdman,” was skeptical that
this new technology would breakthrough
the long-held traditional methods of
photography. Eventually, Jim saw the light
and, as editor of the DRD, was able to fully
digitize the monthly newsletter. Further,
he emailed trip photos to Ed Willis to test
the quality of the images after electronic
delivery. Jim, the skeptic, became a believer.

Jim Wheeler, also known as The Birdman, right
before he tripped, knocking over his tripod and
dunking his camera and himself into the river.
The bird on his shoulder, however, flew to a dry
spot and was unharmed! Photo by Maria Kaiser
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Bert’s Reign
Bert Klein, a member since 1967, became
president of CPS in 2000. He started into
photography in 1963 with a Voigtlander
Bessamatic camera. He also co-owned a
mini-lab and studio called Photo Memories
in North Olmsted, Ohio. From the onset
of his presidency, he knew that he was
in for a challenge. Financially, the club
was stable, but due to rising expenses,
membership dues were raised to $45,
and school fees were raised to $85 for
Fundamentals and $95 for Darkroom
Techniques.
The board meetings, unfortunately, stayed
the same. They were described as a
“war zone.” Unorganized procedures and
grindingly slow decision-making kept the
club from expanding, and since there was
no one interested in being vice president
at that time, this absence placed more on
Bert’s shoulders. He took on even more
responsibility as fewer members were
around or willing to pitch in. The demands
on his time grew until there just wasn’t
enough of Bert to go around. He let it be

In 2001, Bert broached the subject of
the club moving to another facility in a
letter to the membership. Our clubroom
on Superior posed problems for club
members. Membership was down
and meetings had fewer members in
attendance. The clubroom at 1549
Superior in downtown Cleveland, was
fraught with problems. The meeting room
on the second floor had a very steep,
long stairway, which made it difficult for
older and physically challenged members
to climb the steps. The questionable
neighborhood caused many members,
especially women, to not attend meetings
due to fear for their safety and dignity.

The property owner wasn’t helping the
club either as he wouldn’t clean up the
entrance, the hallway, or the stairs. The
only air conditioner was a fire hazard and
with an extension ladder laid out in the
hallway that was supposed to be a fire
escape, the clubroom was considered a
fire trap—a strange situation since there
was a Cleveland firehouse right next door!
Homeless people hung around at the
vents outside the clubroom and members
would give them food after the meetings
or parties. Members were walked to their
cars after the meetings for safety reasons.
The closest telephone was across the
street at a hotel that was well known as a
“house of ill repute.”

Friends Are the “Hook”
On the positive side though, while CPS
struggled ahead, there were several
loyal members that kept going to the
meetings. These 20 or so were passionate
photographers who wanted to show

off their pictures to other passionate
photographers. Maria Kaiser recalled
when she was a new member, she didn’t
know a lot of people. As she was leaving
a meeting one night, a group invited her
to join them for drinks. She went and has
been a member ever since. “It was about
the friends you made there. That was the
‘hook’ for me that kept me coming Friday
night after Friday night.”
In 2001, the clubroom on Superior finally
got a major renovation. There were still
members who decided that as long as
we were there, we should try to make the
place a better camera club. So thanks
to Chris Paul, Doug Kerner, Jim Kunkel,
Vic Evcic, and Bert Klein, eight new
floor cabinets along with more counter
space were donated and installed in
the darkroom. This helped a lot but
the stairway remained a serious issue.
Members actually carried members
who couldn’t make it up the stairway. An
elevator was considered but deemed too
expensive.

Competition Highlights
Competitions were still a big reason
members came down to the Superior
Avenue location. Some competition
highlights in 2002: Bob Malek places all
four of his slides in one Nature Slides
Competition; Maria Kaiser scored a perfect
27 in April’s Pictorial Slide Competition;
and Russell Purnell, Jr. won Pictorial Slide
of the Year with “Wow,” a fun picture of
Maria Kaiser’s granddaughter.

The Superior Avenue clubroom in 2012. Photo by Rob Erick
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Left: Bryce Canyon by Jim Kunkel;
Right: Winsor Mills Covered Bridge by John Scott

Left: First Grandchild
Center: Gemini
Right: Bubbles – all photos by Leroy Dierker

Competition categories in 2002 were:
• Nature slides class A and B
• Zoology class A and B
• Nature Prints
– B&W-maker made class A and B
General and Zoology
– Commercial General and Zoology
• Pictorial Prints
– Color-maker made Class A and B
– B&W-maker made Class A and B

An early Nikon digital camera, 3.3 megapixel
Coolpix 995, introduced in 2001. Photo by
Berthold Klein

• Commercial

Elaine and Ken Kukral

• Pictorial Slides Class A and B

Elaine Kukral, a 20-plus-year member,
cited the friends she has made in CPS as
a blessing. Elaine learned photography
from her husband, Ken, who was taught by
a master photographer in the Army during
the Korean War. After his discharge, Ken
stayed busy with his job. He handed Elaine
his Voigtlander camera and told her to
“take this over” because “photography was
for the kids.”

There was a field trip of note in 2002
when Jennie Jones, a well-known local
photographer, led a group to the Flats,
then to her studio at 2530 Superior, and
finally, dropped by our clubroom. Later
that year in August, CPS went on the
Goodtime III to experience the city of
Cleveland from Lake Erie.

Elaine was a generous volunteer at the
club. She was the chair of the Pictorial
Competitions for five years, helped with
banquets and social functions, pitched in
on the DRD newsletter, and organized field
trips. The field trip she organized in 2004
to New York City was a huge hit! Ron and
Joan Wilson, Bert, and many others went to
shoot in the big city. They stayed at a hotel
near Macy’s, ate at some great restaurants
(including one in Central Park), and saw
some shows. The travelers came home
with fantastic photos.

Published photographer and author from
Cleveland, Jennie Jones. Photo by Tom Legeza

In keeping with camaraderie between photo
clubs, Elaine even did a Lakewood Camera
Club workshop called “So You Want to
Do a Wedding?” Enjoying photographing
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weddings, Elaine shot Vic Evcic’s
daughter’s wedding. The best and most
important part about CPS to Elaine was
“no secrets, everybody shared everything;
anything they knew about photography,
they would tell you about it. The fellowship,
helpfulness, and knowledge-sharing; that’s
what made the club an important part of
our lives for more than 20 years.”

However, the face of photography was
truly changing and CPS had to keep up.
Conversations about meeting the needs
of the members went hand-in-hand
with conversations about getting more
members to attend meetings. CPS had
approximately 90 members that year.

Ken seemed to always be at her side until
he became ill. He needed full-time care
and Elaine had to take a break from the
club. In regards to Ken, Elaine will tell you,
“He could talk with the best photographers
and knew all about the medium and the
darkroom. He got along with everybody.
We had a HECK of a good time!”
Unfortunately, Ken passed away in 2012.

Even with lack of growth, great field trips
were happening. One notable excursion
was to photograph wildflowers at “The
Oaks,” a retirement community in Medina
where nature photographer Peter Perry
lived. As a former CPS President (1998)
and Treasurer (2001), he was loved by
all and he truly cared about the club and
its members. Of interest was the fact that
Peter was colorblind. He would shoot his

Beautiful Babies

The Nature of Peter Perry

One of our members, Leroy Dierker,
became well-known for his pictures of
newborns. Dr. Dierker was the Director of
Obstetrics at MetroHealth Medical Center.
After he was finished delivering babies,
he would take out his Hasselblad 2 ¼ and
take photos of the newborn infants with
their family. He used a room on the north
side of the building for its natural light.
Black and white was his film of choice.
One of the infants he photographed
now had her own baby and asked Dr.
Dierker to take photographs of her baby in
November 2012. Now retired, Dr. Dierker
is still taking incredible photos.
Workshops on digital photography,
software, and digital slide presentations
gained popularity in 2001. These were
interspersed with film photography
workshops like Polaroid transfers, slide
touch-up, and Mylar photography.

images, process them, and then show
them to his wife. She would let him know
what was right and what was wrong with
the image. He would proceed to follow
her advice and make the necessary
adjustments. Together, they were quite
successful! Peter had two prints accepted
for submission in the Fine Arts Association
of Willoughby in 1999 and one received
an award. He also did well in the club
competitions.
Peter loved being a part of the club and
made sure members knew about outside
exhibits and competitions. Following up
on results, Peter informed the members
of any awards or accomplishments. He
offered slide retouching workshops and
would pitch in when needed, even joining
the “Down and Dirty Clean the Clubroom
Volunteer Cleaning Crew.” He was one
of the members who pushed the club to
go digital and to stay current with the rest
of the world. He felt he let the club down
when he had to resign as treasurer due
to poor health. Sadly, Peter Perry passed
away on December 30, 2001.

CPS Struggles

Peter Perry, photo by Maria Kaiser

The continuing struggle of CPS
through these difficult years carried
over to some members’ attitudes. With
negativity permeating the club, the
future looked grim. Technology issues
were a contributing factor as well. Even
though the computer and email were
gaining in popularity, the main source of
communication with members was still
the landline telephone. The membership
was older and few of them had computers.
Members who did have computers were
not using email and very few paid attention
to the Internet.
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In 2002, Bert pleaded with the membership
to volunteer to take on critical positions and
made it known that he could not continue
as the president another year because
of the CPS constitutional limits. He also
needed to concentrate on his full-time
work. But, no one came forward and Bert
Klein ended up serving an extra year of his
term as president. Besides Ralph Hartman
in the ‘20s and ‘30s, he is the only
President to serve more than two terms
in a row. By serving an extra term, CPS
was in violation of the club’s Constitution
but there was no one to pass the torch to
at the time. There was serious talk about
disbanding the club but, as Bert put it, “We
didn’t want to lose our history at that point,
so we kept it going.” This single act by Bert
literally helped keep the club alive. After
long contemplation, Vic Evcic would decide
to volunteer once again and succeed Bert.

2003 Events
In January, Charlie Cervenak presented
“Why to Not Take That Picture,” and Jim
Kunkel gave a presentation titled “Creative
and Beautiful 3-D Photography.” The
PSA Nature Division announced a taped
commentary for slides and PSA allowed
CPS to submit 40 nature slides to be
reviewed with taped commentary. Starting
in February, the DRD was delivered to
members via email or online. Since past
attendance at board meetings averaged
six people, the board proposed to vote on
changing the number of members on the
board itself, excluding officers, from 12
to 8. With four officers, the total at board
meetings now would be 12.
At the year-end meeting in May 2003, Bert
finally stepped down as president with
Vic taking over and Joe Kunzman as the

Left: Orange Indian Paintbrush (2003) by Jim Kunkel
Center: Sunset Barn (2004) by Elaine Kukral
Right: Peter B. Lewis Building (2004) by Ed Rynes

Left: Cherry Blossoms and Crosses by Vic Evcic
Right: Seaside Gazebo by Ed Rynes.

new vice president. They also discussed
pushing the weekly meetings back to
Friday nights.
Since joining CPS, Joe Polevoi wrote
many articles published in the DRD on a
variety of subjects, and in November of
2003, he wrote an article about how his
cataracts had affected not only his vision,
but his color perception. After his surgery,
everything was colorful again but he was
surprised to find his previous art photos
didn’t have the same impact he desired.

President Vic’s Support
Times were tough and help ended up
being extremely hard to find. A lot of
members offered, but when the time
came, help was not there. Vic could
count on three people to always help
out: Bert Klein, Geoff Powers, and Pam
Messuri. Geoff, who was the treasurer,
and seemed to have all the right answers,
became his right-hand man. A few other
dedicated members, such as Ron Wilson,
Maria Kaiser, and Ruth Morrison, not only
offered advice, but really came through.
Ruth Morrison was one of the few people
who guided Vic in his role as a president.
She was well respected and a very

opinionated lady who let him know what
was expected of him. She would call to
tell him that he was expected to bring a
print to the next nature competition—no
matter what the image was. It didn’t
matter if it placed; he just needed to be
there. This show of support that Vic was
looking for gave him exactly the path he
was searching for to keep CPS moving
forward. But, his favorite member was
Peggy Miklus. She was always on his
case about something. His favorite line for
her was, “Just think, if I didn’t like you, we
would not be having this conversation!”

In November at Superior Avenue, the
very first Creative Slides and Prints
Competition was held. A new course
for our CPS school, Digital Imaging
Workshop, developed by Jerry Kunzman,
was announced and designed to be an
introduction to Adobe Photoshop software
for students.

CPS on the Move

Digital Takes the Lead
In 2003, members were informed of www.
ShutterCity.com for photo sharing up to
three jpg files per week. By now, digital
photography was making a big difference
in how people took pictures. Slides and
film started taking a backseat to JPGS and
PSDs. Photoshop was overhauled in 2000
making it accessible and understandable to
the serious amateur. The active members
still competed fiercely and enjoyed many
field trips. CPS began having competitions
with the Lakewood Camera Club, our
brother club to the west. Financially, CPS
was still stable but not advancing. If there
was one thing that was holding the club
together at this point, it was the social
aspect, but membership was increasing
very slowly, if at all.

2004 Fieldtrips

Pam Messuri by Vic Evcic

The magazine ended up purchasing two
of his images, using “Seaside” for their
magazine cover.

In 2004, CPS welcomed a handful of new
members. Bert planned a few field trips
including one to a Lake Erie Captains’
baseball game in Willoughby, Ohio, and
another to the extraordinary Peter B.
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Bernie Wanger and Pam and Alex Messuri on a
trip to see the cherry blossoms in Washington,
DC. Photo by Vic Evcic

Lewis Building on the Case campus. CPS
also went on a field trip to the International
Children’s Games Festival Village that
was led by Pam Messuri. In October, there
was a field trip to the covered bridges in
Ashtabula.

Photos in the Limelight
CPS was honored to be invited to have
an exhibit at the Euclid Public Library
during the month of November in 2004.
Other photo successes included Tom
Fleming scoring a perfect 27 with a photo
of his wife reflected in their piano titled
“Quintessential Mandi.” Then, our own Ed
Rynes was contacted by Home Builder
Magazine in the U.K. when the editor
found his photo titled “Seaside” in the
CPS members gallery on our webpage.

Ron Wilson was getting discouraged
with the challenges the club faced and
was instrumental in making the move to
Broadview Heights. After mulling over his
own situation as a member for about 20
years at this point, he realized, outside of
our school, he hadn’t done other things
to actually help the club. So, he decided
now was the time for him to help out in
other ways besides the school. He and Vic
had some discussions about where the
club was going. The location of the club
was obviously at the heart of the problem.
He called about 10 fellow members for a
meeting to discuss the future of the club
and asked if they were willing to help out.
Everyone there said they would help. The
meeting renewed the enthusiasm Ron felt
for CPS and they started slowly but surely
to get the club back on track.
The lease on the club’s old location was
coming up for renewal and it was a good
time to find a better place. Vic Evcic, Bert
Klein, and Ron searched but were not
having much luck. They looked at several
locations downtown but either the rent
was astronomical or the location wasn’t

conducive to our needs. The story of how
our current location was found as told by
Ron Wilson:
“I was a Master Gardener with The OSU
Extension office located in Cleveland
Heights. I had recently moved to
Broadview Heights. It was a long drive
for me to go to the Master Gardener
meetings in Cleveland Heights. One day
at The OSU Extension office I heard
them talking about relocating. They
had been told to find a cheaper office.
So, I asked where they were looking.
They said Broadview Heights! I thought,
‘Wow, that would make for a short drive
for me.’ I asked where exactly they
were looking. They said with the city of
Broadview Heights. I said, ‘I didn’t know
they rented office space.’ Then I thought
about CPS. So, I visited the City to see
if this was a possibility for CPS.”
When Vic and Ron looked at the building,
it was nearly perfect except for the lack

of space with the right plumbing for a
darkroom. This was not a major problem
as photography was going digital and
darkrooms were fading into history
anyway. The move to this new clubroom,
after long discussions at the club, and
negotiations with the city of Broadview
Heights, became a reality in 2005 after
Ron became president of CPS. With this
move, the board decided to enter the
digital age 100 percent and leave the
darkroom behind.
There were mixed feelings and it was
a scary time for the club. Many people
said they would not travel that far. As
bad as it was at the Superior Avenue
clubroom, members were used to the
downtown location. Even Ed and Mary
Rynes and Maria Kaiser thought that it
might be too far to go and some members,
unfortunately, decided not to continue
with the club.

Broadview Heights clubroom. Photo by Joe Polevoi
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The Growth Years: 2005 ~ 2012

Ron Wilson’s Presidency
2005-2007
Ron Wilson’s joined CPS in 1985,
simply because he had difficulty getting
good prints from his slides. He looked
for a formal class that would teach him
fundamentals and he found it at CPS. He
entered competitions and found out very
quickly how much more he still had to
learn. He continued taking classes and
along the way, became good friends with
one of the CPS teachers, Bob Burns. They
started going to CPS together, since they
lived near each other, and even went out
shooting together to places like Amish
country.

Some highlights from 2005-2012: (Top) David Busch, published
author of digital photography books and CPS member, leads the CPS
book-signing tour of Northeast Ohio after his Bucket List book was
in bookstores; (center left); year-end gallery wall after the clubroom
was remodeled to accommodate the massive growth of CPS;
(above) volunteers at the Homeless Stand Down and (lower right)
Joe Polevoi’s Inquirer spoof about the move to the new clubroom in
Broadview Heights.

Ron learned from Bob how to teach the
Fundamentals of Flash class so when
Jim Kunkel decided to quit teaching the
class, Ron took over. He continued to be
heavily involved in the CPS school while
becoming a well-known photographer
along the way, placing in many
competitions inside and outside CPS,
including ones sponsored by PSA.
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The Big Decision

Success in Broadview Heights

With help from Joe Polevoi and Vic Evcic,
Ron initiated the idea of moving the club
that would dramatically change the tenor
and composition of the club. After Vic’s
term was over at the end of May 2005, Ron
assumed the duties of club president.

Open Houses were held in the new
clubroom and interest developed. Some
people, like Brenda Gemeiner, decided
to join the club because of the move to
Broadview Heights, a safer and friendlier
place to meet. Vic made countless phone
calls to let members know what was
happening and to remind them to come to
the meetings at the new clubroom. After
years of discussion and controversy, the
move became a huge blessing for CPS.
Declining membership would soon be a
memory and our CPS school was about to
take off with record numbers of students
signing up for the Fundamentals and
Digital classes!

When Ron became president in June
2005, George W. Bush was settling into
his second term as President of the United
States, one gallon of gas was selling for
just $1.77, and Photoshop released its
latest version called Creative Suite (CS) 2
with several new filters and editing tools.
Ron’s major focus was on moving
operations from downtown Cleveland to
the new clubroom on the main campus
of the community center in Broadview
Heights. To help cover the cost of the
move, a certificate of deposit was cashed
in. Furniture and equipment that could
still be used was transported from the old
clubroom to the new location. With this
physical move, the club also made a huge
decision that this was going to truly be the
start of a new era for CPS by jumping on
the digital bandwagon and never looking
back. So, all the old darkroom equipment
was collected, packed up, and put into
storage.

In 2005, the club conducted two
competitions; these were Nature and
Pictorial, in two categories in the A (for
advanced level) and B level (for beginner)
with color or black and white. Ron said
that a goal to register 80 students a year
was set for the school, which made our
club unique and was the lifeblood of CPS.
This would cover the club’s expenses.
CPS purchased a new computer but in
terms of keeping up with the Internet,

New Clubroom
The new clubroom just cried out that it
would be a fun and friendlier place to meet!
Ron’s retirement from General Electric at
this point was timely for his responsibilities
at CPS. It gave him more time for his
photography, too.
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Jim Kunkel presenting to the members in the
new Broadview Heights clubroom. Photo by
Joe Polevoi

Left: Sage Room (2007) by Rick Wetterau
Center: Lighthouse on North Cape (2007) by Maria Kaiser
Right: Lake View (2007) by Rob Erick

decision to move the club to Broadview,
the website can be sited as the singlemost contributing factor to the rebirth and
growth of CPS.
Besides the website, the club had Open
Houses to invite the public to the new
clubroom. However, the vast majority of
students and new members arrived via the
website and Open Houses.
CPS’s successful website.

Off and Running

we had a rudimentary website. As a new
member, Rob Erick noticed that our website
was lacking for a club like CPS. Upon
investigation, he learned that the platform
of a new site had already been designed
by members Greg and Varina Hinkle
(now Varina Patel) but had never been
implemented for a lack of a champion.
Rob agreed to take on the challenge and
worked with Greg and Varina to get the
new site operational. Board member, Cheri
Homaee, volunteered her time to fine-tune
the site and accomplished much of the
administrative work to get the site on a solid
hosting platform and initial email accounts
up and running. She also implemented
the platforms used for the Gallery section
and for displaying slideshows of winning
images. Cheri was also the first Projection
Chair and helped us get the logistics of it
into place and working.

On Monday, September 11, 2006, the
first posting on the calendar announced
the “Fundamentals Class” for all
members to see. During the month of
October, a number of events were listed:
Fundamentals Classes on Mondays; board
meeting on Tuesday; competitions and
regular meetings on Fridays; and Digital
Imaging classes on Saturdays.

Improved Website Sets Off Explosion
Substantial credit must go to the new
and improved website for the explosive
growth of the club. Within a year of its
implementation, school enrollments
began to grow dramatically and more
people cited “website” as their source of
information on both class enrollments
and membership applications. Behind the

Information about the Fundamentals and
Digital Editing classes were regularly
posted on our website’s homepage and
calendar. This resulted in a higher number
of students, so Ron’s goal of 80 students
a year was no longer an issue. The extra
income from the school quickly made CPS
more financially stable.
Competitions grew in popularity and so
did participation. There were four print
categories now: Creative, Nature, People,
and Pictorial. Slide entries were still
accepted. Jill Stanphill and Joe Polevoi
dominated the Creative competitions.
Ron Wilson took the lead in the Pictorial
category and Ed Rynes...well, Ed took just
about every other category that was left!
He did leave room for Joe Marello, Maria
Kaiser, and Doug Bacso to take a first
place in the 35mm slide categories.
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Surveying the Membership
Board member Christine Lang initiated
and led an extensive member survey in
the Fall of 2006. It was designed to take
the pulse of CPS after the move to help
set the direction for the club’s future. Ron
began implementing changes based on
the survey results and Rob Erick built
upon that during his presidency. The
survey results was where the ideas for
Movie Nights, Winners/Losers Nights, and
many other activities came from.

Russell Purnell and Rick Wetterau playing
Halloween Party games at the clubroom. Photo
by Joe Polevoi

Mission Statement Accomplished
During the first few months of 2007, the
board voted on and passed a written
Mission Statement for CPS.
The mission of the Cleveland Photographic
Society is to promote and advance the
understanding, passion and joy of photography
by providing opportunities for education, skill
development, picture-taking, competition,
critique and fellowship.

Presentations and Movies
In January of 2007, member Jay Patel
gave his presentation of capturing “the
beauty, innocence, fury, and glory of

Left: Yellowstone boardwalk by Dennis Wert
Center: Dancer by Hubert Ho
Right: Dahlia by Bill Rittman

nature” in the Pacific Northwest. Vice
President Max Aynik arranged another
Tuesday Movie Night in late-January that
featured the award-winning documentary,
“Born into Brothels.” Photographer Zana
Briski befriended the children of Calcutta’s
red-light district, equipping them with their
own cameras to document their lives in
the slums.

set two major goals: grow the membership
and provide as many activities and involve
as many members as possible in those
activities. Rob was often heard saying to
the membership, “There are still too many
open dates on the calendar. We need you
to get involved. This is your club!”

Winners Nights were held to allow our
more accomplished photographers to
share their knowledge and expertise
with students and newer members.
Losers Nights provided the opportunity
for members to bring in their images
for gentle critiques and suggestions for
improvement.

Rob encountered a challenge almost
immediately upon taking office. For
the past year, Kolman Rosenberg had
been coordinating an effort he called
The Cleveland Project. Members were
encouraged, both on their own and
through club field trips, to document
the Cleveland area in photographs. The
photos could be picture-postcard style or
creative—anything showing Cleveland.

Movie Night once again featured the
award-winning French documentary film
“Winged Migration,” tracing bird migration
in more than 40 countries. The viewer,
without the aid of any computer gimmicks
or techniques, felt like they were flying
next to amazing birds over awesome
landscapes. Hot beverages and fresh
popcorn were a big hit as well. Everyone
was encouraged to “Bring a date!”

Difficult Losses
On a sad note in January, we learn of two
people close to CPS that passed away,
Charlie Caseau on the 8th and Ruth
Morrison (CPS president for three different
terms) on the 24th.
You can tell when someone is truly missed
when stories about them continue to
be told years after they are gone. Both
Charlie and Ruth made a huge impact on
many members as well as the club.

Exhibiting Success

President Rob Erick
2007-2009
When Rob Erick took over for Ron as
president in 2007, the final book of the
Harry Potter series, Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows, was released selling
11 million copies in the first 24 hours,
becoming the fastest selling book in
history. Adobe released CS3 and then
Photoshop Elements 6.
Before Rob became president, he was
active in a myriad of club activities.
As soon as his feet hit the ground as
president, Rob was off and running! As a
member for less than a year, Rob knew
he had a lot to learn and big shoes to fill
following Ron Wilson. Although he had
been actively involved in the club, steering
the implementation of the new website
and acting as its content manager as well
as several other duties, he felt the need to
understand the history of the club before
he could lead it forward. He read all the
Darkroom Doors he could find and began
peppering Ron and Bert with questions
concerning all facets of the club. He then
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Ron Wilson secured gallery space
downtown to exhibit the collection. Many
images had been painstakingly reviewed
and selected and members were in the
process of printing and framing their
images when the club learned that the
gallery had abruptly closed its doors.
That same day, we hosted a speaker at
our meeting named Tim Ryan, who was a
well-known local photographer. He gave
a wonderful presentation on old-style
panoramic cameras. At the end of the
evening, he casually mentioned to Rob
that he was in the process of removing an
exhibition at the Beachwood Community
Center and the group that was to exhibit
next had just cancelled. He wondered if
CPS knew of a group that could fill the
space on short notice! The Cleveland
Project exhibit debuted at the beautiful
museum-quality Beachwood Community
Center on June 11, 2007. Rob knew he
was in for the ride of a lifetime!

Left: Aruba Crossroads by Janine Brooks;
Center: Old Botzum Barn by Jeffrey Gibson
Right: Annie by John MacKenzie

Left: Spearfish Canyon by Dave Brooks;
Center: Thistle Head by Rick Wetterau
Right: Little Barn by Vicki Wert

In July, an Ice Cream Social was held
to gain better attendance at the general
business meeting.

The Cleveland Project exhibit at City Hall
during “Celebrate Cleveland” month. Photo
by Joe Polevoi

The exhibit proved successful and
acted as a de facto “coming-out” party
to showcase the “new” CPS in the
community. Club Publicity Chair, Joe
Polevoi, arranged for Kolman and Ron
Wilson to be interviewed about the exhibit
on WCPN public radio’s Dee Perry Show.
Board member Cheri Homaee made
contact with Cleveland City Hall, and
arrangements were made to move The
Cleveland Project exhibit to the City Hall
Rotunda after it closed in Beachwood. It
was exhibited there as part of “Celebrate
Cleveland” month, but not before we were
challenged to locate almost 100 easels!
With marble columns as the backdrop for
the photos, we literally had to beg and
borrow enough easels to support all the
photographs on very short notice.

2007 Summer Presentations
In June 2007, unique presentations were
introduced, one was “How to Prepare for
Competitions, Photographing for Greater
Impact,” and a new member orientation
meeting. A macro seminar, “Petals in the
Breeze,” by Bruce Mack, aimed at helping
to improve macro skills was also on the
calendar.

In August, Bruce Mack again made
an appearance with a presentation on
“Mushroom Photography,” where he
described where to find them and how
to go about photographing them. Along
with a Digital Camera Clinic, a sidewalk
camera flea market , led by Charlie
Cervenak, was held to take advantage
of the warm weather.

First Projection Competition
On August 17, 2007, an important
milestone occurred when the first
Projection Competition was held. Cheri
Homaee agreed to act as the first
chairperson and managed the task of
collecting the digital files via email and
assembling them for competition. The
software required a very specific string
of letters and numbers to even work
and it wasn’t easy helping members
understand the new process. Despite all
the challenges, the competition yielded
a whopping 125 entries—two to three
times the number typically entered in
print competitions! The changeover
was complete, CPS was now an official
member of the digital age.
In September, Charlie Cervenak, a
competition judge for 25 years, shared his
judging secrets. He showed examples and
presentation techniques to garner higher
scores.
In November of 2007, the Cleveland
Hiking Club asked CPS if they could have
their annual photo contest at the CPS
clubroom and if three CPS members
could judge and score their work.
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Remember Our Past

Spring 2008

Rob felt we should celebrate and formally
preserve club history, so one of his goals
was to reinstate the position of Club
Historian. He met with member Dave
Brooks at a restaurant where a group was
meeting after a field trip. The two started
talking history. Dave was more than happy
to take on the role as Club Historian.

David Busch approached the board
with the idea of a CPS library for all the
different books about digital photography.
To kick things off, he graciously donated
a number of his camera guides and other
books from his personal collection. The
board gratefully accepted his donation.

Due to a busy international travel schedule,
Isabel ‘Bel’ Martins relinquished the
role of Darkroom Door editor. Marcia
Polevoi, along with new members Michelle
Abraham and Mary Kay Coletta, took up
the challenge of matching Isabel’s fine work
and then raised the bar another notch by
developing a new consistent overall design
and increased the number of pages.

Ready to “Space-out”
The officers and board, led by Rob, decided
that something had to be done with the
clubroom itself to accommodate the growing
number of members. So, the next major
project was the renovation of the clubroom
to maximize the space we had.
The City was approached and their
response was an enthusiastic “Yes.” They
even offered to provide the labor if the club
came up with the funds for the materials.
Rob had no trouble getting the board to
appropriate $11,000 for the project. This all
took some time and although it was time for
a new president, Rob continued to guide the
project to completion.
The reconstruction turned out to be quite
an undertaking. More space was designed
into the meeting room and a gathering
room was added where members saw
the Year-end Gallery of winning photos,

A crowded holiday feast before the reconstruction
of the clubroom. Photo by Joe Polevoi

Pittsburgh’s Andy Warhol Bridge by Sue Curtis

First Field Trip to Pittsburgh
ate, and socialized. Both the ladies’ and
men’s restrooms were redesigned for more
efficient use. With the volunteer help of
skilled members, the work was done within
budget and slightly later than planned. A
more complete description of the work can
be found on page 28.

Popcorn and Movies
Joe Polevoi continued Movies Night,
showing “Moment of Impact: Pulitzer Prize
Winning Photographs from National
Geographic.” Yep! Popcorn was served.
Rob decided that fall that it would be
great if we had a field trip every weekend
in October to interesting places. People
responded enthusiastically when Rob
asked the members to lead a trip to their
favorite sites.
Kolman Rosenberg encouraged members
to photograph “in the style of a famous
photographer” and show their efforts
at a Friday night meeting. Thus, Maria
Kaiser’s Peoples’ Choice evenings were
born. Kolman also challenged members to
showcase work that illustrated daily life in
the Western Reserve.

Pittsburgh-native Ron Wilson led CPS
on a field trip in November 2007 to
his hometown. The group traveled by
chartered bus to photograph landmarks in
the heart of the city that included the PPG
Plaza, the Andy Warhol Bridge, and the
Duquesne Incline railway. Despite rainy
weather, the trip was a success.

A New Member
Early in Rob’s presidency, a quiet
gentleman entered the room for a
Friday night meeting. Member Kris
Bosworth welcomed and engaged him in
conversation. At the end of the evening,
Kris came up to Rob and exclaimed, “Do
you know who that was?” David Busch
was the most widely-published author of
photography guides in the world. At the
time he wandered into the door at CPS,
David already had more than 100 books
and one million copies in print to his
credit. David liked what he saw, especially
the volume and diversity of field trips,
which allowed him to fill the constant need
for new images for his books. CPS added
a celebrity to its membership roster!
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In April of 2008, Steve Manchook, a
popular judge at our competitions, was
invited to give a presentation on his
personal journey from film to digital.

Wild Things
In May, thanks to Marcia Polevoi, CPS
had the rare opportunity for a private visit
at “The Wilds,” a 10,000-acre wildlife
conservation facility in Cumberland east
of Columbus, Ohio. Several members
carpooled there to take part in this rare
treat. They toured the facility in an openair bus and photographed all types of
animals including cheetahs, rhinos, bison,
zebras, antelopes, and giraffes.

CPS library includes many of David Busch’s
digital camera guides. Photo by Sue Curtis

Left: Creator Lake by Bill Rittman
Center: Blue Hen Falls by Vicki Moisio
Right: Water Lily by Jim Smith

Left: Pooh and Bee by Neil Evans
Center: Pink Flower by Janet Sipl
Right: Queen Annes Lace by Janine Brooks

Also in May, when he would have liked it,
there was a special ceremony at “Back
to the Wild,” to honor Charlie Cervenak.
Twenty-six members attended the pavestone ceremony at the place that he loved
so much. (Please see page 27)

New Faces in May 2008
When recognitions were announced at the
year-end banquet, many familiar faces were
seen. However, some new faces made
the prestigious list of most accumulated
points and year-end winners. These
included Hubert Ho, Barb Pennington, Todd
Liebenauer, Clinton Buhler, Sharon Doyle,
and Rob Erick, who each received medals.
In June, an “Evening with Jennie Jones”
was presented by the photographer and
author. This showcased her book of photo
essays “Cleveland: A Celebration of
Color” and its sequel “Celebration II.” A
testament to the caliber of Jenny’s work
was illustrated by the fact that one of
her portfolios was acquisitioned into the
permanent photography collation of the
Cleveland Museum of Art in December
2007. Ms. Jones credits CPS for starting
her off in photography.

Smokin’ Time at CPS
On Friday, July 25, a special hazardous
permit was granted to CPS from the
Broadview Heights Fire Department. Joe
Polevoi’s 80th birthday was celebrated
in style with plenty of candles on the
cake. His wife, Marcia, stood by with a fire
extinguisher in one hand and his insurance
policy in the other. There were hot dogs
with all the fixin’s for a hot-diggity-dog time
with a lot of good friends!

Hubert Ho and his wife, Helen, enjoying the
year-end banquet.

On Stage and in Film
The month of August was a beehive of
activity with speakers, competitions, movie
night, seminars, and field trips. Field trips
took us to the Brecksville Kiwanis Horse
Show, to Lake View Cemetery, and the
Veterans’ Memorial Bridge. A Wednesday
night movie, “Moment of Impact” honored
World Photography Day. The movie told
the stories behind many Pulitzer Prizewinning photographs. These images not
only impacted and changed the lives of the
subjects and their families, but they also
changed the people who viewed them and
often the photographers themselves.
John Earl Brown and Joe Polevoi
presented an Art Photography Series
on Henri Cartier-Bresson. They showed
movies that raised discussions on his
unique vision and photographic style.
One special field trip that month was
to Playhouse Square. CPS was given
complete access to the theaters when
they were closed to the public.
We had our most successful Open House
in our history when 65 visitors came to the
club to learn more about CPS.
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Wood Ducks Bring Speaker to CPS

Camera Guild Disbands

The Cleveland Metroparks engaged
Vermont nature photographer Gustav
W. Verderber, as the featured speaker
for its annual Wood Duck Festival in
North Chagrin Reservation. Ron Wilson
knew Gustav from a workshop Ron had
attended and asked if he’d be willing to
make a separate address to CPS. He
graciously agreed and a special Saturday
afternoon presentation was arranged.
A full-house was treated to a wonderful
program. Gustav was so impressed with
the club that he wore a CPS ballcap the
next day during his presentation for the
Metroparks.

Two interesting events happened at the
end of 2008. The first was when Rob
Erick received a call from the Camera
Guild of Cleveland. He was told that they
were disbanding and that the members
would like to join our club. It was sad to
see a club disband, but the unique piece
to this story was how the Camera Guild
was founded.

The film series, Art Photography,
continued with a documentary movie
about W. Eugene Smith. He was a daring
photojournalist, who sustained serious
wounds while on assignment in Okinawa,
Japan. His post-World War II assignments
became some of the most powerful essays
with unforgettable images.

The club was actually founded by a former
CPS member (and president), John
Steinke after having a huge disagreement
back in the 1920s with Ralph Hartman
about the direction of the club. We don’t
know any more details but then, 90 years
later, the club came full circle to rejoin
CPS!
The other noteworthy event involves a gift
at the 2008 Holiday Party. The Robbers’
Gift Exchange had been a tradition at the
CPS Holiday Parties for decades. At this
one, Marcia Polevoi opened a package
and held up a ghastly pair of bright
yellow rubber wading pants, including
suspenders. She hesitated for a moment
and then, with her witty sense of humor,
brought everyone to their knees with
laughter as she said, “If you wait long
enough, all your dreams come true!”

Jen Toth receiving the yellow waders in a
recent Robbers’ Gift Exchange.

Sebastian, Kolman Rosenberg, Nancy
Balluck, Rick Wetterau, Barb Pennington,
Rob Erick and Doug Bacso.

Homeless Stand Down
In January 2009, plans for a dry-run
and preparations were being made for
the most iconic of the CPS Community
Service events coming up in late-January.

The Homeless Stand Down was for the
homeless folks of Cleveland, sponsored by
InterAct Cleveland. Guests who attended
were given access to new clothes, winter
coats, haircuts and aid to various social
services. CPS’s involvement was to take
studio portraits of anyone who wished.
This had never been done before and
our volunteers were not sure how this
service would be received. Details had
to be ironed out, rehearsal runs, lights,
camera, and printers were tested to make
sure things would run smoothly. Finally,
on Saturday, January 31, the CPS Stand
Down task was led by Rick Wetterau
and John Earl Brown and assisted by
Melissa Theis, Pam Wetterau, and Rob
Erick. Twenty-five CPS photographers
volunteered, taking and presenting over
300 portraits in a single day.
Many of the guests, upon leaving, would
proudly smile and show off their portraits
to whomever was interested. That year
became the start of an annual tradition
for CPS and was just one of the ways we
helped give back to the community.

The “yellow waders” became a fixture at
subsequent holiday parties and continue
as a CPS tradition.

2008-2009 Year-end Awards
John Earl Brown, photo by Steve Manchook

The accumulated points winners
garnered new names along with Ed
Rynes, but it was his wife, Mary, who was
now placing in different categories. Also
topping the list were Joe Polevoi, Will

Marcia Polevoi as “The Great Polevoi Egret”
in her infamous yellow waders. Photo creation
by Steve Lucsik.
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CPS Homeless Stand Down volunteers in
January 2009. Photo by Rob Erick

Left: Double Staircase by Berthold Klein
Center: Clearing the Triple Jump by Mark Coletta
Right: Trying to Improve Ohio by Joe Polevoi

History Found
As Club Historian Dave Brooks worked to
collect all the DRDs going back to 1987,
mainly to find out if we even had them.
He was successful in finding 98 percent
of them. So, in February of 2009, he
scheduled a DRD scanning party at the
clubroom. More than a dozen members
gathered on a Saturday morning and
scanned more than 190 DRD issues. Dave
received issues from members and sundry
other places so they could be put on our
website for all to see, along with more
recent digital issues from 2005 to present.
These printed issues were also bound
into hard-cover books for inclusion in our
Reference Library. Besides this work,
Dave learned as much as he could about
CPS’s history, Ron Wilson asked him
to give a detailed presentation of CPS’s
history to members on a Friday evening.

Barb Pennington helps clean the old clubroom
before the renovations begin. Photo by Rob
Erick

Charlie Cervenak
once were in the park’s hey-day. CPS was
granted special permission and access
to shoot and capture as many images as
possible before all vestiges of the facility
were leveled to the ground.

Dave Busch’s Bucket List

Mary Kay Coletta having fun shooting at the
top of the Terminal Tower. Photo by Ron Wilson

Spring 2009 Field Trips
A few of the more notable field trips in
2009 occurred in April when members
were invited to photograph the Verb
Ballets rehearsal at the Cleveland
Playhouse.
Also in April, CPS was able to gain access
to the top of the Terminal Tower to take
photographs of Cleveland high above the
city through the efforts of Joanne Damian.
It had been closed for safety reasons
since 9/11/2001. Members were able to
shoot from outside viewing areas at the
top of the Terminal Tower as well as from
inside the holding area. A limited number
of people were allowed in the outside
viewing area at any one time.
Another field trip in May of 2009 was
to the rusty remains of Chippewa Lake
Amusement Park. After a hundred years
of operation, its gates were closed in 1978.
For the next 30 years, the park lay fallow.
Many of the rides and buildings remained
intact but as mere remnants of what they
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The highlight of all activities associated
with Rob was yet to come. One evening at
a board meeting, David Busch proposed
his idea for a book titled, “David Busch’s
Digital Photography Bucket List; 100 Great
Digital Photos You Must Take Before You
Die.” Then came the kicker, Dave wanted
all the photos in the book to be by CPS
members! The board jumped at the idea.
Shannon Rice collected and catalogued
more than 2500 images submitted by
the membership. A committee of CPS
members then selected 100 from those.
Dave tweaked the copy and the “Bucket
List” was published in September 2009.
Rob and Dave Busch appeared on WVIZ’s
Applause program to promote, what is
now referred to as the Bucket List book.

Many of the living presidents were interviewed in order
to get first-hand accounts of CPS’s history. One common
question that all of them were asked was, “Were there
any members during your term who were characters or
especially interesting?” When Rob Erick was asked this
question, he paused briefly and then quickly answered
with a smile on his face, “Charlie Cervenak—he was
larger than life.” There was a long pause and a distant
stare of contemplation before he continued in a most
solemn tone to say that it was also one of the saddest
events during his presidency.

Butterfly on Glass by Charlie Cervenak

Charlie was one very proud grandpa. In fact, he was
so proud, one of the things he would do is show you a
business card with his grandson’s name and picture on it.
One of his many creative ideas was the concept of a CPS
speakers bureau.

Charlie was often a competition judge. Though he was not
a member, he adopted the club, getting more involved by
helping with some club auctions held a number of times.
Ron Wilson commented that when Charlie became a
member “that would be the day that CPS really arrived.”
Well, that defining moment happened when Charlie did
indeed become a member. He immediately became even
more involved. Vic Evcic described him by saying that, “If
you were in the horns of a dilemma, he would grab the
bull by the horns and the dilemma would be gone.”
Charlie was a big guy in his early-sixties, sporting a pony
tail and a long gray beard. When the door opened and
he walked in, all eyes in the room went to him. He was a
Lolly the Trolley driver and a certified eagle watcher for
the State of Ohio. His first CPS nature-led field trip ended
up at “Back to the Wild” sanctuary in Castalia, Ohio,
near Sandusky. This was the club’s first of many visits
there. He also joined the board. One meeting, he called
himself the “unknown photographer,” walking into the club
with a brown paper bag over his head. His approach to
photography and life was:

Both Charlie and his wife went on the club’s field trip to
Pittsburgh in November 2007. Shortly afterwards, around
the time of the annual Holiday Party, Charlie looked a little
tired and run down. It was easy to tell he just wasn’t his
usual self. He was supposed to play Santa Claus at the
party but the morning that day, he said he wasn’t feeling
that great and would see everyone next week. The next
day, Charlie died. At 4:00pm that day, Ron Wilson called
Rob to give the him the difficult news. Rob was driving
home and had to pull over to the side of the road. Charlie
had leukemia. It came on rapidly and his death was a
monstrous blow to everyone.
Charlie brought happiness to many and made people
laugh. He was full of life and one of a kind!
A collection was taken among the membership and in his
memory, a stone was placed in the butterfly garden in the
“Back to the Wild” bird sanctuary.

“You can make things pretty. You can make
yourself crazy and spend a lot of money, but
what you really need is just good enough.”
His definition of a good picture:
Varina Patel’s photo, among others, grace the
cover of Dave Busch’s Bucket List book.

“If you take a picture of your grandchild,
show it to grandma and she cries, then it
is a good picture.”

Memorial stone for Charlie Cervenak at Back to the Wild.
Photos of Charlie (top left) and stone (above) by Rob Erick
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Left: Poverty’s Legacy by Tom Legeza
Center: Egret Colors by Steve Lucsik
Right: Orchid #2 by Russell Purnell, Jr.

Left: Blue and Gold Sunrise by Doug Bacso
Center: Looking for a Ride by Barb Pennington
Right: Pre-Recital Giggles by Nancy Balluck

large amount of volunteers, Community
Service developed into an award-winning
program. Mark always stated, “Picking Jim
to run the program was the best thing I
ever did.”

take classes in the hopes of improving their
photography skills.

Mark Coletta, President
from 2009-2011
By the time Mark Coletta took over as
president, Barack Obama had become
the first African-American president. In
2009, Nikon released the D90, which was
the first DSLR to feature video recording,
and Sony released the Alpha 850, the first
full-frame DSLR camera on the market for
amateur photographers.
Mark’s first photographic experience
was in the late-60s while serving in
Berlin, West Germany as a Military
Intelligence Analyst with what the Army
called “a 1000-inch lens,” on 35mm and
box cameras using black-and-white and
infrared film. He also learned to develop
black-and-white film. It wasn’t until the
early-90s when he purchased an SLR that
he started to shoot as a hobbyist.
Like many of the presidents who came
before him, Mark Coletta did not expect to
be one. Only a year-and-a-half before, a
new digital camera brought him to a CPS
Open House with his wife, Mary Kay. Like
many others before them, they joined to

Soon after joining CPS in May 2008, Mark
began attending board meetings. He
arranged for the club to partner with Lake
View Cemetery to host a Photography Day
with CPS members answering questions
for visitors. As Rob’s term was coming to
an end, Mark approached Ron Wilson and
said he’d be interested in volunteering for
any club role. Ron told him the only role
not yet filled was that of president, so soon
after, Mark’s term began! The membership
had almost doubled over the previous two
years and now stood at 300.
Most of the board members stayed on for
another three-year term, which made for
an experienced and stable administration.
Mark felt his main objectives were simply
to make sure the renovation went smoothly
and to stay the course.

A New Clubroom
Mark steered the club while Rob Erick
worked with the city and numerous CPS
volunteers to steer the project. Since
the primary objective was to improve
sightlines on the room, the ceiling needed
to be raised. The City told the club that
since they just put a new roof on our
building, they didn’t want to touch the
outside. With Bert Klein’s help, the ceiling
was redesigned from the inside so we had
plenty of room to see the images during
competitions. This involved cutting and
re-supporting more than 20 wooden roof
trusses. Bert arranged for the required
engineering and member Paul Shinkovich
lent his professional expertise to the
design as well. Dan LeHoty assisted with
the electrical work, George Sipl with the
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President’s Awards

President Mark Coletta presents Barb
Pennington with a President’s Award for
her leadership and work with the Hospitality
Committee. Photo by Joe Polevoi

sound system, and Rick Wetterau with
the carpentry. Windows were blocked out,
photo shelves were added around the
entire room, and a new screen and ceiling
projector were installed.
With construction underway, Mark Coletta
began his term with some adversity of
his own, hosting several meetings in
temporary locations. Finally, on November
13, 2009, the new clubroom and gathering
room were unveiled and CPS could better
accommodate its growing membership.
With the addition of a sink, stove, and
counter areas, the Hospitality Committee
celebrated no longer making coffee on the
counter of the men’s room in order to keep
from blowing circuits!

Mark followed the lead of his predecessor
by giving out a President’s Award. Rob had
given one to Russell Purnell, Jr. and Bert
Klein for their dedication and service to the
club over many years. Mark handed out
three. The first was given mid-year to Arlan
Heiser for his volunteer work in Community
Service. At the Annual Banquet, he gave
out the second to Barb Pennington for her
hard work and devotion overseeing the
Hospitality Committee. “Just an amazing
woman for doing all she did as Hospitality
Chair.” The last, and most personal, was to
Jim Frazer for what he accomplished with
the Community Service Committee. Jim
did far more with this committee than was
ever expected and brought much favorable
attention to CPS.

Can’t Match This
CPS field trips blossomed under Dan
LeHoty’s leadership. It was slow starting
and Dan really struggled to get venues to
visit, especially in the winter. But he was

Community Service Born
Early in his presidency, Mark noticed
that there was a Community Service
Committee but that it operated on a small
and limited scale. Mark appointed Jim
Frazer as the chair and met with him to
discuss growing the committee. Under
Jim’s leadership and with the help of a
Monster Jam shooting, photo by Doug Hupfer.

persistent and creative. He set up a field
trip to a Monster’s Hockey game. Thanks
to Dan’s hard work, The Monster Jam with
huge trucks and tractors became an annual
field trip. CPS photographers got up close
and personal with these mammoth vehicles
and were able to talk with the competitors.
The club offered more than 50 different
field trips in one year. Mark liked to brag,
“No other club matches that. No one does
what we do.”

Members in the News
ESPN invited our own Kolman Rosenberg
to shoot still photos of two disabled
wrestlers from a Cleveland high school for
a video story to be aired on August 2. Rick
Wetterau, who had come into his own as
a photographer by now, had his first solo
exhibit. It featured 13 of his infrared photos
at the Wolf Creek Environmental Center in
Hinckley, Ohio.
WVIZ Cleveland’s Public Television
station, used 11 of Dan Kozminski’s
photos for their television special on the
Cuyahoga Valley National Park.

Activities Grow with Membership
As the membership continued to grow,
so, too, did the variety and number of club
activities. As time went on, CPS was going
on more field trips to new places and our
website calendar displayed them for all
the club to see. The regular meetings,
seminars, and competition dates were
entered, along with all the field trips and
class schedules.
In June, CPS went on a field trip to The
Plain Dealer (PD) where we were allowed
to attend an editors’ meeting and get a
glimpse of how the PD writes and prints
the daily paper.
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In July, another frequent competition judge
and former member, Walter Grossman,
spoke about what made a good print.
He discussed analyzing composition,
exposure, contrast, and tonal range.

CPS Redemption
Another popular field trip was to the
Mansfield Reformatory in July. This
infamous prison, which fell into
deterioration after water damage, was
taken over for restoration by the Mansfield
Reformatory Preservation Society. The
prison’s notoriety soared when it became
the setting for the major movie, “The
Shawshank Redemption,” and a few other
more minor productions. The deteriorating
cells and offices provided photographers
many unique photo-ops. A fee of $25 was
payable at the door.

Beer and Bumpers
Only two days later, Don Nikolai arranged
for the club to photograph the inner
workings of a microbrewery in downtown
Akron.
A week later, CPS drove to a Volvo
graveyard to shoot the final resting place
of more Volvos than anyone cared to
count. This provided a unique photo

Volvo graveyard image, Steer. Photo by Jen Toth

Left: Crusty by Dan Kozminski
Center: Red Pandas by Betsy Barker
Right: Luminescence by Joanne Damian

Left: Acadian Coast by Nancy Balluck
Center: 4-Year Old Prodigy by Susan Bestul
Right: Lanterns Way by Jackie Sajewski

Tribute to Members
Joe Polevoi was granted an evening in
September to poke good-natured fun at
members with candid photos he had taken
over the years at field trips and other
events. Of course, taking liberties with his
favorite computer program, Photoshop,
Joe manipulated the images into
outrageous depictions he called paying
“Tribute to CPS Members.”

Colorful October 2009
October provided a number of outdoor
field trips. Once again, “Back to the Wild,”
was on the calendar. Trips to Hale Farm
and Village, Holden Arboretum, Cleveland
Green House, and Franklin Castle filled
the weekends.
The beautiful weather of October and the
leaves turning color provided gorgeous
back drops for the Bridges of Ashtabula
County field trip planned by Sue Swope
and Ron Wilson. This would be the first
of many trips to the bridges since there
were several of them to visit. Once again,
the popularity of this event was reflected
in the number of bridges that appeared in
competition photos later in the year.

Back to “Back to the Wild”
The most popular and well-attended
field trip was to a wild-bird rehabilitation
sanctuary “Back to the Wild.” The CPS

Shooting the Armory

In the fall of 2009, member John Earl
Brown had a photograph accepted in the
Ocean State International Exhibition of
Photography sponsored by the Rhode
Island Photographic Society. A total of
1,152 images were submitted from 21
countries and 24 states.

opportunity for those who liked the patina
of rusted cars arranged in a junkyard
still-life. There was no charge to enter
the facility, but, oddly enough, there was
a dire lack of parking space! And if you
happened to own and drive a Volvo, well,
you might seriously have considered
carpooling!

Joe Polevoi’s unique style of humor showing
Ron Wilson photographing an eagle at “Back
to the Wild”

photographers had a unique opportunity
to photograph a variety of magnificent
birds up close—no need for telephoto
lenses! Mona Rutger, the owner, and her
staff perched these birds on their arms
or posed them in a natural setting. All
that was asked was that members leave
a moderate donation or a print of one of
the photos taken to be sold in their gift
store. Again, many of the bird photos
showed up in competitions following the
visit. The first trip to the Wild was led
by Charlie Cervenak a few years before
and had now become one of the club’s
favorite spots.
A few sessions were held to aid
members on “learning the ropes.” Those
who wanted to help out were trained on
everything from making the coffee to
setting up for competitions.
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A very special guest, Monty Sloan, noted
wolf behaviorist and wildlife photographer,
visited CPS to give a presentation on
October 17.

A field trip of note in December was to
the historic Gray’s Armory in downtown
Cleveland. It is the home of the Cleveland
Gray’s founded in 1837 as a private militia
and the first company of uniformed troops
west of the Allegheny Mountains. The
Armory, built in 1893, was on the National
Register of Historic Places and was a
city landmark, known as Cleveland’s own
Citadel.

In the Council’s Chambers

2010 Active Calendar of Events

As field trips, presentations, and
community service events were taking
place, the renovation of the clubroom was
going full-steam ahead. We moved our
Friday meetings down the hall to the police
training room. There was one Friday
night when the training room was going
to be used and we needed to find another
location or cancel the Friday meeting. The
Broadview Heights City Council Chamber
was available. We got the “okay” from the
City, so that Friday night, members piled
into the chamber room. One lucky CPS
member had the unique opportunity to sit
in one of the councils’ chairs at the front
of the room. In the meantime, a goal was
set to have the completely renovated CPS
clubroom ready to make its debut with the
last Fundamentals class on Wednesday,
November 18.

The calendar for the year filled quickly
with a wide variety of activities, most
of which were planned by Dan LeHoty.
Wednesdays and Saturdays were used
for the school’s ongoing classes; field
trips were also scheduled on Saturdays
and Sundays; and every Friday night we
continued to hold competitions, special
speakers, seminars, and other programs.
Almost all aspects of photography were
covered such as How-to-Compete
Night, New Members’ Night, Table-Top
Photography, Color Imaging Demystified,
How to Shoot a Rock Concert, and much
more. Board, committee, and planning
meetings filled other weeknights. Any
open night was taken with educational
topics such as mapping, proofing, and
editing photo files using Adobe Bridge.
There were sessions with models
including instructors, makeup, and hair
stylists, who guided participants through
two studio sessions.

Thanks to Jim and Margie Frazer, in
November, we were honored to have
as a guest speaker, Bill Gugliotta, The
Plain Dealer photography director, who
gave a presentation on photojournalism.
He discussed how to tell a story with a
photograph and the guidelines for minimal
editing that was permitted in a news
environment.

Top: (from left to right) Dave Busch, Nathalie
Snyder, Ron Wilson, Nathalie’s self-portrait
published in the Bucket List book, Charles
Burkett and in the background is Varina Patel
and Barb Pennington. Above: Mark Coletta
presents David Busch with a Thank-You Award
for publishing the book that highlights CPS
members and their photographs.

Bucket List Book Signing
On Saturday, December 5, CPS Bucket
List contributors met at the Borders
Bookstore at SouthPark Mall in Strongsville
and traveled in carpools to three other
bookstores that day for book signings of
David Busch’s Digital Photography Bucket
List: 100 Great Digital Photos You Must
Take Before You Die. This book, which
was published September 2009, features
48 CPS members, their biographies, and
photographs.

There were other different and unusual
trips popping up as well. On a wintry
Sunday in February, some 35 folks spent
several hours inside the Museum of
Speed in Mentor, Ohio. There they found
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awesome automotive photo opportunities
such as muscle and high-performance
cars, a ‘32 Ford, a ‘58 Austin Healy and
a ’69 Cadillac, vintage cars from the
’20s and modern collectibles. The group
took both indoor and outdoor shots. The
lighting was good and there were nice
backgrounds. It made for a wonderful
winter field trip!
In March, award-winning photographer,
Jim Steinberg, gave a presentation on
nature and travel landscape photography.
Mixing philosophy, art history, and
craftsmanship with a good dose of humor,
Jim explored “creative seeing,” a way of
visualizing elements of composition and
style to reach photo objectives.

Polar Bears and Pittsburgh
In April 2010, Lori Diemer, a frequent
CPS competition judge, entertained CPS
members one Friday evening. She gave a
presentation about a recent trip where she
had the opportunity to photograph polar
bears in the wild.
In May 2010, a repeat of the renowned
bus trip to Pittsburgh was led by former
Pittsburgh resident, Ron Wilson. CPS
members descended on this city for a
day of fun and photography. Intermittent
rain seemed to stop whenever the bus
stopped, so it was, for us, a rain-free day.
The first place the bus stopped was on a
high ridge overlooking the city. Next stop
was the Duquesne Incline where photos
were taken from the observation decks
and the Incline itself. Then, on to the
Museum of Photographic History, stuffed
from floor to ceiling with photographic
memorabilia, cameras of all kinds, old-tonew photographic printing techniques, and

Left: Muscovy Duck by Mary Rynes
Center: Dewey Web by Debbie DiCarlo
Right: Night Lights by Randy Beiter

phase of his project: to find even more
DRDs. He decided to go back another
18 years to 1969. After finding all but a
few, he had another scanning party on
a Saturday in May. Several volunteers
helped scan all of the DRDs, that were
bound by year and added to the CPS
reference library. Thanks to Dave, CPS
now has easy access to the majority of
our club’s printed newsletters from 1969
to 2002.

Capturing Character

John MacKenzie at the Pittsburgh Museum of
Photographic History. Photo creation by Joe
Polevoi

photos of the history of our country. Most
memorable were pictures taken during
the 1930s Great Depression, which made
current financial troubles insignificant by
comparison.
Lunch was at Bessemer Court at Station
Square, a riverside entertainment area.
Late afternoon found the group at the
city’s modernized downtown, with PPG’s
complex of mirrored glass-walled office
buildings and Central Square’s water
fountains. At twilight, everyone was at the
West End Overlook, situated high over
Pittsburgh, where photos of the entire
golden triangle could be taken. A tired and
sleepy group then returned home.

Archiving More Darkroom Doors
Now that the DRDs from 1987 to 2002
were archived electronically on our
website and in hard-cover books, Dave
Brooks moved forward to the second

In May 2010, Nancy Balluck conducted
several Environmental Portraiture
Seminars. Barb Pennington led another
shoot at the clubroom using four of her
friends, who were all professional actors,
that modeled for more “Faces of Wisdom.”
The models were fantastic and the shoot
was a hoot! The actors were assigned
specific spots. Two were stationed in the
clubroom under studio lights and two were
outside under natural light. Participants
were divided into four groups and had the
opportunity to spend time with each model
and lighting environment.
The models brought various props and
seemed to change their personalities with
each one. The class learned that a model
did not have to be young and attractive
and that those “faces” had character and
animation, which is always important in
a successful shoot. Assisting Barb in the
shoot were Ron Wilson, Jim McClintock,
Dan LeHoty and Karen Hoinke.
Similar to “Faces,” Dale and jen Simmons
presented “The Eyes Have It,” which
demonstrated techniques and specific
enhancements to retouch and finesse
the eyes in a portrait.
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Left: Tomatillo Husk by Rick Wetterau
Right: Great Egret by Harry Kaulfersch

Wetterau’s photo titled “Tomatillo Husk.”
It was published in Popular Photography,
Shutterbug, and in the Chinese edition of
Pop Photo, which is the first CPS photo
recognized by a magazine in China.

Parade the Circle Balloons by Sue Curtis

CPS on the Road
One June night, noted nature photographer,
Tom Sampliner, did a presentation on
where to find the best wildflowers. He
explained the equipment and techniques
needed to capture the best image.
The usual field trips and outings
continually filled the calendar. Popular as
ever were the trips to the Terminal Tower,
Back to the Wild, Parade the Circle at the
Art Museum, and the Cleveland flower
gardens. One Sunday in July found 25
members venturing to Mansfield, Ohio,
to visit the Kingwood Gardens and
Estate. Built in 1926, the estate, including
Kingwood Hall and the surrounding 47
acres of private gardens, was once the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kelley
King. The grounds and gardens were in
full bloom, offering spectacular shots of
the varied flowers, water features, a small
pond, and many statues. It was a perfect
warm, sunny day, so lens polarizers were
used by many. The resident peacock was
a popular attraction, but had to be chased
to get a good shot.

Picture Perfection
Numerous CPS photographers have
been recognized for their work over the
years but one stands out in 2010: Rick

The board decided to introduce a new
award ribbon at the annual banquet for a
perfect score during CPS competitions.
The only member to get a perfect score
during the 2009-2010 CPS calendar year
was Mary Rynes. Since then, the special
ribbons were handed out on the night of
competitions. When someone received
a perfect score, the lights went on and
the judging stopped, the member was
recognized with a big ribbon and round of
applause. The first ribbon awarded was on
June 11 to Harry Kaulfersch. His “Great
Egret” won a perfect score in the Pictorial
competition.

Sailing Through Summer
In hot July weather, 11 Tall Ships sailed
into Cleveland and CPS was there to greet
them. Betsy Barker arranged for CPS
members to have unprecedented access
to the docks and the ships in the early
morning hours before the gates opened
to the public. Also, CPS hired a boat, The
Holiday, that enabled the photographers
to shoot the ships sailing. Close to shore,
the sound of cannon fire could be heard
as the ships fought a mock battle. The
vessels anchored at the docks for several
days and members had more chances to
shoot these magnificent ships during that
time. Betsy also arranged for members to
voyage on The Lady Kate when the ships
were docked near Presque Isle near Erie,
Pennsylvania. That excursion was a joint
trip with the Erie Photography Club.

CPS shooting at Playhouse Square. Photo by
Bel Martins-Vaccaro

Front row at the Labor Day Air Show. Photo by
Susan Bestul

The trip to the refurbished Hanna Theater
was another rare opportunity for a field
trip. Secured by Bob Boyle, along with
access to the Playhouse Square theaters,
gave CPS members a marvelous chance
to photograph these locations. Armed
with cameras and tripods, 30 people
were found shooting the plush lobbies,
elaborate main floors, upper levels,
back-stages, and dressing rooms. All
these areas were normally off-limits to the
public. Much admired and photographed
were the sparkling chandeliers, ornate
ceilings, beautiful murals, lush seats,
columns, and enormous stages. Several
Redcoats served as guides and offered
friendly advice and information.

Soaring and Steaming

Once again, Bob Boyle was able to obtain
access to another fabulous location—
the Cleveland Trust Rotunda and its
inner workings of the bank vaults in the
basement. These had been closed to the
public for several years. The spectacular
design, art and architecture kept 15 CPS
photographers busy with free run of the
entire complex.
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CPS members had always been
interested in the annual Air Show, held
at Burke Lakefront Airport. But in 2010,
Vice President Rick Wetterau suggested
“kicking things up a notch” by securing
two front-row boxes for the club. Members
purchased the individual seats for one
or more days and received up close
and unobstructed views immediately
adjacent to “show center.” The event sold
out in days and became a fixture on the
September calendar for years to come.
Another unique place CPS had the
chance to travel to was the Northeast
Ohio Live Steamers (N.E.O.L.) clubroom.
Members photographed and rode on
three-quarter-inch scale-model trains that
ran on two miles of 7.5 inches of gauge
track through the Lester Rail Trail of the
Medina County Park. Some members
brought their children or grandchildren
along for the ride. Young and old had
smiles a mile wide after their ride on this
unique train. There were water towers,
signals, stations, and old-time Burma
Shave signs lining the winding two-mile
track through meadows and woods. When

Left: The American West by Joanne Damian
Center: Out by Steve Lucsik
Right: Ultimate Cruise by Joe Polevoi

a photojournalistic style of photography.
So, thanks to Maria Kaiser and Kolman
Rosenberg, Photo Editor Peggy Turbett
from The Plain Dealer visited one Friday
night in August to answer our questions.
She talked about our legal rights as
photographers and whether it was OK
to use a photo publicly that was taken
without getting permission.
Having fun riding the miniature trains. Photo by
Steve Lucsik

the steam engines were cranked up and
running, the sound and smell brought an
exclamation point to the train nostalgia.
Someone was heard to remark, “It was
like I shrunk and was riding my Lionel
train under the Christmas tree.” A few
members were reluctant at first to ride the
trains, fearing their size might break down
the trains. Dave Busch dared to take the
plunge and sat in front of one of the steam
locomotives while facing backwards. The
N.E.O.L. were extraordinary hosts.

Friday Night Memories
In the fall, a very special project fell into
the laps of Barb Pennington and John Earl
Brown when they accepted a volunteer
assignment from the Amputee Coalition
of America. It took them to the Paddy
Rossbach Youth Camp located in
Clarksville, a town in Southern Ohio, to
photograph children from ages 10 to 17
who are amputees. They not only came
back with some wonderful memories but
some powerful photos of the kids. Barb
and John presented a slide show on a
memorable Friday evening.
More members were asking questions
about what they could and couldn’t do in

New Equipment for New Space
As the year went by, and everyone was
getting used to their brand new clubroom,
the board decided that if we were going
to put this much effort into making a
beautiful clubroom, then we should have
a top-notch media system as well. So, in
the fall, the final two items of phase two of
the CPS renovation were completed when
a digital projection system and public
address audio system are installed in the
clubroom. Randy Beiter, John MacKenzie,
and Joe Polevoi researched the projection
system and recommended a wonderful
Canon Digital HD Projector. The projector
was installed and setup by Randy
Beiter, Rob Erick and Dan LeHoty. Our
new public address sound system was
designed and installed by George Sipl.

Left: El Cap by Matthew Kuhns
Center: Fabulous Eyes by Lisa Marie Beyer
Right: Glacier Bay by Anita Orenick

Dave put together a budget for everything
to be accomplished for the anniversary
year and went to the Board. His proposal
for $13,900+ was approved and it was
agreed that we would move forward with
all the 125th activities. Bert Klein and Rob
decided to have a fourth Fundamentals
class in 2011 to help offset the cost of the
celebration. The extra class was easily
filled and, thankfully, the volunteer CPS
instructors agreed to teach another class.
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Ideas for the Anniversary Year
One subcommittee, led by John
MacKenzie, created a members-only
contest to design a 125th Anniversary
logo or “patch” as it was called. The
design would symbolize our 125 years
of existence and would be reproduced
various items for sale, our website, and all
CPS communications, as well as on the
invitations to the 125th celebration party.

It was decided by several people on the
board, including Dave Brooks, that CPS
should celebrate the 125th year in a BIG
way. Not a lot was done for the 100th
anniversary in 1987 and being 125 years
in existence and still growing and going
strong was something to celebrate.
This signaled the start of a variety of
activities that involved the talents and skills
of a legion of CPS volunteers. In October
2010, the 125th Anniversary Committee
started holding monthly meetings to plan
the activities for 2012. Some 30 members
offered to help in some way but in the end,
about 50 members invested time in the
planned activities, including the creation of
this book.

125th Celebration Planning Begins
The Officers and the board knew our
125th anniversary was coming up soon,
so, early in 2010, there was talk at a board
meeting that we should start planning for
the 125th Anniversary Celebration coming
up in 2012. Ron Wilson, Rob Erick, and
Mark Coletta thought it was very important
that we do something special that year.
At the meeting, Dave Brooks, the club
historian, volunteered to be the 125th
Committee Chairman.

Since several places were already starting
to fill up, the committee was thankful to
Barb for planning ahead.

Members meet to hear a speaker from the Ohio
Stereo Photographic Society. All who were
present were given 3-D glasses to see the
beautiful multi-dimensional images projected
on the screen. Photo by Steve Lucsik

Joe Polevoi’s poster announcing the 125th
Anniversary celebration

Joe Polevoi, approached Dave about
putting a poster about the 125th on the
wall of the clubroom. Dave thought it was
an excellent idea. So, Joe designed it, Jim
Kunkel printed it, and soon it was hanging
on the clubroom wall for everyone to see.

Joanne Damian and Karin Krugman
worked on a CPS time capsule that was
planned to be closed and put on display
in our clubroom in 2012. The thought of
burying it close to the club was nixed when
several people thought that we might
move in the next 75 years and we may
lose track of where we buried it. Joanne
had already compiled a preliminary list of
ideas of items to be placed in the capsule
and Dave Brooks came up with the idea
to add a group picture of as many CPS
members as possible.

With all the projects we had ahead of
us, Debbie DiCarlo suggested that a
marketing timeline be developed to keep
us on-task as we planned and carried out
the many events. This ensured that all the
ideas became a reality.
It was decided that the Year-end Banquet
would be the official 125th Celebration
event. Toward the end of 2010, there was
a discussion about where to have the
banquet. Barb Pennington, the hospitality
chair, said we had to look right away.
She booked at the Crown Plaza Hotel
in Independence, for Saturday, May 19.

CPS 125th Anniversary Time Capsule to be
opened in 2087. Photo by Sue Curtis
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There were several ideas tossed around
as to where we should take this picture.
One idea was to take a photo of all the
members in front of the clubroom. We
could accomplish this by borrowing a fire
truck from Broadview Heights and getting
Dan LeHoty to climb up to the top of the
ladder to get a shot of everyone as he had
done recently in a shoot for the city. But,
then we thought “What if the weather is
lousy that day?” or “What if the city needs
their truck all of a sudden?” So, that idea
was scrapped.
Another one of Dave’s goals was to update
our 100-Year Book so we would have the
last 25 years documented in writing.

Banner Year
A terrific project came from “The Professor,”
Ron Wilson. He suggested that we hang
banners inside and outside the clubroom
announcing the celebration of CPS’s 125th
Anniversary. Dan LeHoty’s sister worked
at a printing company that eventually
produced them.

Scavenger Hunt
Rob Erick had the idea for CPS to sponsor
a Photo Scavenger Hunt during 2012. This
turned out to not only be an excellent idea,
but one of the highlights that many will
never forget about our anniversary year.
Rob, along with his “partners in crime,”
Maria Kaiser and Dave Brooks, scoured
the downtown area that was designated
for the Hunt. Once a month for a year, they
took hundreds of pictures to be considered
for the Hunt. They narrowed those down to
125 images. Most shots were easy to find,
some were harder still, and then a small
percentage were difficult. Rob decided
that members could choose to work alone,

Left: Homeless by Barb Pennington
Center: Red Umbrella by Jeffrey Gibson
Right: Window Shopping in Old Quebec by Dan Kozminski

Left: Beez Work by Karen Warkany
Center: Hale Farm Ladies by Kolman Rosenberg
Right: Dew on Wildflower by Debbie DiCarlo

Cemetery in Akron, the Monster Truck
Jam, and a haunted house.

PSA Awards

The button worn to identify the photo
scavengers while on the hunt was designed
by Anita Orenick

as a couple, or as a team. Winners would
be awarded with prizes that were collected
mostly from downtown merchants by the
Scavenger Hunt Prize Committee.

Fund Raising and Field Trips
Ideas were tossed around about
fundraising to help pay for this anniversary
so we could make this a year that our
members would never forget! Joanne
Damian had the idea of a 50/50 Raffle
and wasted no time getting it started.
The winner would be announced at the
Holiday Party in 2010 and it raised more
than $400. When Dave Busch’s name
was pulled out of the hat at the party
and he graciously told Joanne to add his
winnings to the pot to help pay for the
2012 Anniversary.
Field trips continued to dominate the
club calendar. Dan LeHoty added a wide
variety of activities to satisfy all of the
different interests of members. These
included The Great Lakes Medieval
Faire, a Civil War Reenactment at historic
Hale Farm and Village, a trip to Lake
View Cemetery in Cleveland, Glendale

The National Photographic Society of
America (PSA) announced that CPS was
awarded the PSA Club Service Award
for 2010. Committee Chair Jim Frazer
attended the PSA National Conference
in Charleston, South Carolina, to accept
the award.
The CPS board officially recognized Jim
for this huge honor and all the volunteers
for all their hard work. Only three clubs
earned this award from PSA. This would
be the first of several awards that CPS
would receive for its community service
work. A portion of this award certificate is
highlighted in the box below.
Recognition also came to CPS, thanks to
the hard work of Editor Marcia Polevoi,
Designer Sue Curtis, Proofreader Mary

Kay Coletta, and Consultant Rob Erick
for the CPS newsletter Darkroom Door.
Marcia entered the CPS newsletter in
PSA’s annual international competition,
for photo club newsletters, Large Club
Division. She was delighted to receive an
Honorable Mention award and the award
for Best Layout/Design/Theme.

More Exhibits
A couple of CPS members were in
Tremont’s Grumpy’s Café and noticed
works of art for sale. They asked the
owner’s daughter if CPS could offer
an exhibit of photography. She happily
agreed. Dan Kozminski and his committee
of Kolman Rosenberg, John MacKenzie,
Rob Erick, and Vagn Steen had the job
of setting rules for entry submissions,
framing, and hanging the show. Their goal
was to be as inclusive as possible and to
showcase a large number of members.
Nearly 400 images were submitted and 95

FOR SERVICE TO THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMMUNITY, PSA PRESIDENT FRED
GREEN PRESENTED THE 2010 PSA CLUB SERVICE AWARD:
IN SPECIAL RECOGNITION OF HAVING 75 CLUB VOLUNTEERS AVAILABLE
TO TAKE PICTURES FOR ELEVEN DIFFERENT NON-PROFIT PUBLIC SERVICE
ORGANIZATIONS IN THE CLEVELAND AREA,
FOR THOSE VOLUNTEERS THAT HAVE RESPONDED TO EVERY PHOTOGRAPHIC
REQUEST FOR THE LAST THREE YEARS WITHOUT MISSING ONE ASSIGNMENT,
FOR THE CLUB PROVIDING MORE THAN 250 HOURS EACH YEAR IN SUPPORT
OF THESE PHOTOGRAPHY REQUESTS AND FOR ITS COMMITMENT TO TAKE
ON PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS FOR ADDITIONAL NON-PROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS,
IT IS WITH GREAT PRIDE AND GRATITUDE THAT THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA IS HONORED TO PRESENT

THE CLUB SERVICE AWARD FOR 2010
TO:

THE CLEVELAND PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
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were selected, representing 64 members.
The exhibit was hung in late-March by
volunteers and took up both dining areas of
the café. Grumpy’s Café hosted the exhibit
from early-April through the end of May.
The owner was pleased and impressed by
the professionalism of our exhibit.
The Plain Dealer (PD) also held an exhibit
of 30 photos in the main lobby of their
editorial offices downtown. The theme
of the images was Cleveland. The PD
hosted an opening reception on March
11 with the show lasting through April.
In the previous summer, CPS had a field
trip to the PD and the exhibit chairman
thought it would be great to have a show
there. There were 121 entries submitted
and 19 photographers were represented.
The judging and framing were done with
the help of many volunteers. The PD was
quite pleased with the exhibition.

Holiday Cheer
The 2010 Holiday Party was loads of fun,
thanks to the superb endeavor of the
Hospitality Committee led by Barb
Pennington. The set-up for the tables
allowed ample room for all to have easy
access to the variety of potluck food. More
than 100 members and guests attended,
and Ron Wilson ran the yearly “Robbers’
Gift Exchange.” The gifts ranged from good
wines to outdated camera equipment with
many gifts having several owners before the
night was over. Marcia Polevoi’s notorious
“yellow waders” made their appearance
once again. At the end of the evening, they
returned to their sanctuary at the Polevoi
home to await next year’s party.

CPS in the News
Once again, led by John Earl Brown
and Rick Wetterau, CPS took part in
the Homeless Stand Down, an amazing
event whose aim it is to bring a variety
of assistance, food, and clothing to the
many homeless people of Cleveland. This
occasion was given full-page coverage
in The Plain Dealer by noted columnist
Connie Schultz. She wrote about CPS’s
involvement with the Stand Down. Here is
a brief quote from her article:
“On Sunday, more than 370 people with
more than 370 different stories about
poverty posed for their studio portraits.
Each was greeted like a celebrity,
called ‘sir’ and ‘ma’am,’ and posed with
an emphasis on comfort and photo
composition.”
Rick Wetterau and his large committee
did outstanding work, preparing,
photographing and presenting photos to
those who stood in a long line to have
their photos taken. The words of several
CPS volunteers that follow give you a
feeling of what it was like to be there
taking pictures and helping in any way
they could.

Star award given by Interact to CPS in honor of
our service at the Homeless Stand Down.

“Sunday, January 30, we were involved
with the first of two events for this year’s
Homeless Stand Down 2011. At 7:30
in the morning, 40 CPS volunteers
converged upon the Cleveland Masonic
Temple to assemble equipment and use
their expertise to capture images and
prints for this years’ attendees. Portrait
photographers, positioners, card runners,
roving photographers and posers worked
tirelessly for eight-plus hours to make
everyone feel special.”

Everyone enjoying the holiday party before CPS outgrew having it in clubroom.
Photo by Joe Polevoi
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Left: Painted Sisters by Harry Kaulfersch; right:
Climatis Seed Head by Rick Wetterau

“The gratitude and appreciation on
the faces of the attendees when they
received their prints cannot be described.
They were given a true sense of dignity
with these gifts.”
“This day, we gave back to the
community. We sacrificed one of our
days to capture and print over 330
images/prints without a single glitch!
We made many people feel special who
haven’t felt that way for a while.”
“All I can say is how inspiring it is to be
in the presence of all of you and your
willingness to give your time and emotion
to events such as this. Thank you for
being the giving, endearing friends that
you are.”
“How did I feel about the event? Did you
see the expressions on the attendee’s
faces when they received their print?
Can that emotion even be explained? I’m
going to leave with that.”

Exhibit Enthusiasm
The Cleveland Institute of Music (CIM)
exhibit opened on January 8 with a CPS
reception that was attended by over 50
members and guests. The exhibit, which
showcases 60 prints by 39 members,
was seen by thousands of CIM patrons,
faculty and students. In fact, it was so
enthusiastically received by everyone who
had seen it that CIM asked us to extend it
beyond the original February 20 closing.
The exhibit remained on display until the
end of May, a three-month extension with
more than 15 purchase inquiries by visitors.
The Cleveland State University Art Gallery
exhibit opened on January 21 and was
originally scheduled to run only through

February 12. However, it was so well
received that CPS was asked to extend
it for an additional month until March
12. The reception was held on January
22 with approximately 35 members and
guests in attendance. Forty members’
photos were on display and several
members were privileged to have sold
their prints. After striking the exhibit, the
frames were removed by a small cadre of
volunteers.

Memorable Military Meeting
The Friday evening of February 4 was
dedicated to revisiting the 35mm format
with a member slide presentation. Those
in attendance that night were introduced
to a woman with a very interesting history.
Navy Lieutenant Commander of the Nurse
Corps (Ret), Nada Fleming presented her
slides featuring a tour of the field hospital
in Bahrain during operation Desert Storm/
Desert Shield. “Shock and Awe” was the
battle cry of the war and Nada’s slide
show presentation and related stories left
those present in awe. It brought everyone
to sober attention of the realities of the
wars still going on in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Nada got many “thank yous” that evening
not only for the presentation but for her
21-and-a-half years of military service.
February 20th, CPS members had a chance
to pretend they were sports photographers
from The Plain Dealer with their special
“press pass” access at the Q Arena to
photograph the “Monster” truck event.

Community Service 2011,
First Quarter
The first quarter of 2011 was a busy one
for the CPS Community Service Program
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Left: Mom to Be by Erik Pickering
Center: Agile One by Daniel LeHoty
Right: B & O by Erik Heinrich

John and Betsy Janda, and Don Keller
were CPS photographers volunteering
their time there.
March

Judges studying a photo during a competition.
Photo by Rob Erick

led by our own Jim Frazer. As word
spread in the community, more and more
non-profit organizations were requesting
photographic assistance from our club.
Here are some examples of things we did:
January
• Photos were taken by Arlan Heiser and
Barb Pennington at the Broadway Ave.
Boys and Girls Clubs of Cleveland.

• Another Special Olympics event of
Roller Skating took place at Brookpark
Skateland. New Community Service
volunteers Christine Bennett, John King,
and Karen Warkany were part of the
photography team there.
• The Leukemia and Lymphoma Society
kicked off their Man and Woman of the
Year Awards. CPS was there to record
the event.
• Arlan Heiser and Jim Frazer
photographed the United Way Annual
Meeting. One of Arlan’s images was
used on the main page of their website.

• The Leukemia and Lymphoma Society
held their 2010 Awards night. CPS was
there to photograph the event.

April 15, artist and frequent CPS judge,
John Rivera-Resto provided the
opportunity to take your mind off income
taxes. John returned to CPS to discuss
the principles of design, avoiding mistakes
and offering techniques for improving
the picture.

February

Farewell to Ron Wilson

Special Olympics events:

A Friday evening on May 27 found CPS
members joining in a Farewell Party
for Ron Wilson, aka, “The Professor,”
past president, mentor, friend, CPS
cheerleader, and party host extraordinaire.
At the end of June, Ron and wife, Joan,
were moving to Waynesville, Ohio, in
Southeastern Ohio to be closer to their
children and grandchildren. Ron had been
an invaluable member since 1985 and
stepped up to the plate at a critical time in
our history and served as our president.
He was instrumental in having CPS make

• Jeff Yancey was at Stokes Academy,
while Ron Wilson was photographing at
Wilbur Wright Elementary School.

• Arlan Heiser was the photographer at
the skiing and snow-boarding event at
the Brandywine Ski Resort.
• Figure and speed skating were at
Winterhurst Arena. Helping at this event
were Nancy Balluck, Betsy Barker,
Arlan Heiser, Don Keller and Barb
Pennington.
• The Basketball Tournament at Lorain
County Community College. Nick
Cancilliere, Jim Frazer, Arlan Heiser,

Ron Wilson receives the special memory book
from Barb Pennington and Elisha Cerino.

Ron’s photo cake. Both photos (left and above)
by Joe Polevoi

the move from downtown to the present
location. He has been an instructor for
the CPS classes as well as teaching
additional classes on various photography
topics throughout the year. All of this
teaching gained him the title of “The
Professor.” In honor of everything Ron had
done for CPS over the years, the board
decided to call our current meeting room
“The Ron Wilson Club Room.”

scrapbook they had artfully assembled.
They had gathered mementos, photos and
remarks from many of the club members
and bound them together into a handsome
leather book filled with wonderful
memories and a tribute to Ron and Joan.

That evening was filled with fun and
nostalgia as Rob Erick narrated his
slideshow, which included Joe Polevoi’s
unique and funny brand of slides about
Ron. Much laughter was heard as Rob’s
remarks roasted Ron, much to the
enjoyment of the audience. Following
that, Elisha Cerino and Barb Pennington
presented Ron with a marvelous

CPS gives Ron Wilson a standing ovation for
all he’s done for the club. Photo by Joe Polevoi
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Ron and Joan were quite moved by the
events of the evening. Ron gave a brief
speech of thanks and gave one final
farewell to the members who had attended.
Even though he moved a few hundred
miles away, Ron remained a member of
our club and promised to return for special
programs and other CPS events.

Winning Patch by Sue Curtis
With much excitement and anticipation,
the 125th Anniversary Patch contest
opened in April and the Patch Committee
eagerly awaited entries. With the rules
announced to all, Committee Chair John
MacKenzie kept rallying members to
join in the competition. Thirty members
submitted entries. Those entries were
judged by an outside committee of three,
who used a similar formula for judging
as for club competitions. Sue Curtis’s
design won with a perfect 27 points for
her entry! Her design was unveiled at

Left: Hope Memorial and Flag by Betsy Barker
Right: Mormon Row, Tetons National Park by Harry Kaulfersch

Left: Burning Up by Darlene Beiter
Center: Cheetah by Barb Pennington
Right: Wild Mushrooms by Joy Spondike

Rick Begins His Presidency

Sue Curtis shows her winning design of the
official “patch” which represented CPS’s 125th
anniversary. Photo by Joe Polovoi

the CPS Annual Banquet in May, where
she received a standing ovation from the
crowd. A larger poster of her design was
hung in the CPS clubroom.

Almost 400 Members Marked
By the end of this busy year, President
Mark Coletta noted in his message to the
club that we were almost 400 members
strong. To put this in perspective, just five
years before, CPS was in a very fragile
state. Through the hard work of very
dedicated members, this same club had
not only turned itself completely around,
but had become financially stable.
Some new names joined familiar ones
as Accumulated Points Winners included
Janine Brooks, Nancy Balluck, Dan
Kozminski, and Steve Lucsik.

Rick Wetterau
President 2011-2013
In 2005, Louisiana’s Hurricane Katrina
was the most deadly and destructive of
all the Atlantic Coast hurricanes to hit the
United States. Each year after that, the
U.S. was hit with one natural calamity
after another. There were crop-killing
droughts in Texas and Oklahoma. Heavy
winter storms killed fruit crops in the
Southern states. The West Coast was
hit with fires and torrential rains. Then, in
2012, Hurricane Sandy, the tenth of the
season, was the largest storm to hit the
East Coast. Super Storm Sandy, as it was
dubbed, caused major destruction all the
way up the Eastern Seaboard. It severely
damaged coastal towns in New York and
New Jersey before it lost strength inland.
Thanks to the efforts of enterprising
members dedicated to keeping the club
alive, CPS weathered its own storms and
in 2012, the club reached it’s historical
landmark of 125 years in existence and
membership surpassed 500!
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Rick Wetterau settled into administering
CPS and continued as Chair of the
Nature Competition. He felt that the tenor
of the vision he had for the club was
clearly defined by his two predecessors,
Rob Erick and Mark Coletta. Their
four years as presidents fostered the
largest membership growth in several
years. Many new and exciting ideas were
materializing not only from those two
gentlemen, but by other members as
well. Rick made it his mission to see that
many of these ideas stayed their course
or were put into practice. CPS now had
approximately 440 members and was
continuing its growth.
Then, along with all the routine duties, he
was kept up-to-date at the board meetings
on all the activities planned for 2012 for
125th celebration by Dave Brooks, the
125th anniversary chair. Many events and
activities were being planned with 30-40
members at any given time volunteering
to help Dave make sure all the events that
year would go off without a hitch. So, while
Mother Nature was wreaking havoc across
the U.S., Rick was beginning to see the
whirlwind of events that would dominate
his term in office.
The Editing and Fundamentals classes
posted record enrollment and brought
in new members with each class.
Competitions drew maximum participation.
People went from Instamatics to digital
cameras to cell-phone cameras. Landline
telephones were becoming obsolete
due to wireless technology and desktop
computers gave way to laptops then iPads
grew in popularity. Technology needs
started at kilobytes, then to megabytes,
to gigabytes and then to terabytes. Every

year brought new digital innovations
in cameras. To keep up, adjustments
continually needed to be made for the
administration of CPS. Rick lived by his
mantra. “If it needs to be done, just do it!”

Emergency Ice
During this period, Rick was still employed
fulltime. The natural disasters around
the country added to his workload. Rick
worked for an ice company, an emergency
commodity, for food and medicine
preservation or simply for relief from
the heat. His company often called on
him to go out of town on business and
Rick needed help overseeing CPS as
president. So, Vice President Joanne
Damian stepped up to help carry the load,
with help from Mark Coletta. She was also
in communication several times a month
with Dave Brooks about how things were
going with the planning for the 125th.
Much of the 2011 calendar continued with
repeat activities from previous years. But
there were some notable additions of new
events that added spice and variety to the
schedule.

Dome and Labyrinth
Located on the southeast corner of Euclid
and 9th Streets is a large stone building
that is a significant part of Cleveland’s
history. Its heavy sandstone structure with
numerous pillars and decorative detail
are evidence of its importance in the
city’s early banking activity. Designed by
renowned architect George B. Post and
built from 1906-08 as the Cleveland Trust
headquarters, the name has changed
many times over the years. But surprisingly,
the exterior gives no indication of what’s
inside this former bank.

This bank had been closed for more than
25 years and thanks to Bob Boyle, CPS
had, for several hours, unprecedented
access to this historical bank. Bob was
assisted that day by Rob Erick, Steve and
Charmane Lucsik, and Vic Evcic during
the shoot.
Standing on the first floor gives one a
clear view of the famous huge stainedglass dome, three-and-a-half stories
above, spanning about 40 feet in diameter.
The dome is actually under the building’s
roof, lit from above by lights above the
dome but under the roof. People have
wondered if the dome was a Tiffany glass
artwork because of the similarities, but it
is not.
The circular dome shape sets the stage
for the building’s interior design. It is open
from the first floor up through two floors
to the dome itself. This design led to its
nickname, “The Cleveland Rotunda.” The
first floor was the banking floor with teller
stations on one side and offices on the
other. In the floor’s center is a large castbrass emblem with the name Cleveland
Trust directly under the center of the
dome. The second floor was the highest

One of the Cleveland Trust Building safes.
Photo by John MacKenzie
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floor open to CPS. The third floor walls are
covered by murals painted by noted artist
Francis Millet, who later lost his life on the
Titanic.
The basement is a labyrinth of intricately
built safes. The largest safe was designed
to secure safe deposit boxes. The door is
about nine-and-a-half feet in diameter and
two-feet thick, with intricate clock controls
and other locking mechanisms.

Cozy Clam Bake
On a Sunday afternoon early in October
2011, a group of CPS members gathered
at the Redwing Pavilion in the Cleveland
Metro parks for our third-annual Clam
Bake. A few folks walked around the lake
searching for neat nature images while
working up an appetite. Some impromptu
lessons in photographic techniques
evolved as well.
Back at the cabin, the kitchen volunteers
were set up tables while people sat by
the fireplace and sipped hot clam broth.
The pavilion provided warm and cozy
protection from the inclement weather
that approached. But neither wind, rain,

Chef Dan LeHoty cooks up an amazing clam
bake meal as Joe Vanecek watches. Photo by
Rob Erick

Left: Ballet Study #5 by John Earl Brown; right: Old
Blue Eyes by Susan Bestul

nor gloom of fall’s cloudy skies, kept Dan
and Taylor LeHoty and Joe Vanecek
from cooking the clams and all the fixin’s.
Member Rica Simon took a first place for
her Pineapple Turnover desert. Despite
the weather, it was lots of fun with great
friends and a good time was had by all!

125th Anniversary Plans Underway
The 125th Anniversary Committee had
been religiously meeting every month for
more than eight months and plans for our
125th Celebration were solidifying.
The kickoff of the year’s festivities would
be a potluck dinner on Friday, January
27 to celebrate our actual anniversary
date of January 25. This was the official
day we were founded in 1887 when 20
photographers got together led by Charles
Stedman Pomeroy.
The committee chose a vessel for a
time capsule to be opened at our 200th
Anniversary in 2087. Dave Brooks
confidently promised the committee that,
since he would only be 127 years old that
year, he would be around to open it! There
was still discussion on where to “bury” it
and what exactly contents would be.

their way to work. United Parcel
Service workers distributed United
Way Campaign materials. Music was
provided by a group playing trash
cans! When the campaign goal was
announced, Ron Werman was there to
photograph the event.

The decision was made to have souvenir
items available for sale starting in
November 2011. The chosen items were
ball caps, polo shirts, coffee mugs, water
bottles, pins, travel mugs, stickers, and
patches with our new 125th logo on them.
All items were priced close to actual cost
since this wasn’t supposed to be a moneymaking event for the club.
A list of various public officials was put
together so letters could be sent to them
hoping that they would send us back
proclamations in honor of our anniversary. It
paid off because among the proclamations
we received, there was one from Ohio
Governor John Kasich and one from
Cleveland Mayor Frank Jackson.
Dave thought it would be memorable to
have inter-club photo competitions in
2012. He suggested having one with a
local club and one with an older camera
club, if we could find one that might be
interested.
Our exhibits chair, Dan Kozminski
scheduled special exhibits during 2012 at
the Cleveland Institute of Music, downtown
Cleveland Public Library, and Cleveland
Hopkins Airport.

2011 Community Service Activity

A few of the items sold to help raise money for
the 125th anniversary year celebration. Photos
by Debbie DiCarlo

Left: Bird’s Eye View by Rob Erick; center: CPL
Stairwell by Darlene Beiter; right: Hale Farm
Sunrise by Dan Kozminski

The July through September period
was busy for Community Service, who
worked 20 events for nine local nonprofit
organizations. To top it off, CPS received
its second award for its Community
Service Program from PSA. After hearing
about the award, the Santa Barbara
Camera Club contacted us asking for help
setting up a Community Service Program
like ours.
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United Way event downtown in Public Square.
Photo by Ron Werman

Here are some of the events Jim’s group
covered in those three months:
• The Greater Cleveland Upside of
Downs held its annual Buddy Walk on
August 22 at Progressive Field. The
event was a resounding success with
nearly 4,000 people attending and funds
raised exceeding last year’s goal. John
King and Vicki Wert photographed the
festivities.
• College Now, formerly the Cleveland
Scholarship Program, held its
“Celebration of Excellence” at John Hay
High School on June 21. This event
recognized their first-time scholarship
recipients. Following this event, was the
7/11 Jimmy Malone Golf Classic where
the majority of the funds were donated
to the Scholarship Program. Katie Auble
photographed the scholarship recipients
at the Golf Classic.
• United Way held its annual campaign
Kick-off and Pancake Flip on September
1. A variety of volunteers and dignitaries
prepared pancakes for people on

• Hands On Northeast Ohio held a
Flag Memorial at the Great Lakes
Science Center on September 9.
Their volunteers set up a display of
3,000 flags, representing those who
died on 9/11. This touching event was
photographed by Vicki and Dennis Wert.

Beachwood Exhibit
In anticipation of the big 125th anniversary
year ahead, one of the special exhibits
arranged was at the beautiful Beachwood
Community Center galleries. On October
9, 2011, there was a reception to celebrate
the opening of the show. There were 116
images by 59 photographers. Seven prints
were sold over the course of the exhibit.

CPS has Bridges Covered
Sunday, October 23, Rob Erick led a
fantastic field trip through the covered
bridges of Ashtabula County. At the
Giddings Road Bridge, our group
got the added treat and challenge of

unique markers of lodges, societies and
fraternities dotting the cemetery. Markers
with a crescent and dove carrying an “R”
and a three-link chain was later discovered
to be the symbol of the Daughters of
Rebecca, an auxiliary of the Order of Odd
Fellows. (Hmmm!) We also admired and
tried to decipher the symbolism of a treetrunk-style grave marker of a Woodmen
of the World member.
Covered bridge with ‘39 Chevy. Photo by Steve
Lucsik

125th Celebration Plans Continue

photographing a 1939 Chevy 4-door
Master 85 sedan street rod in front of the
bridge. CPS member, Jan Immel said
her husband, Tim, was absolutely giddy
about having the object of his affection
photographed in front of Giddings Bridge!

As we were getting closer to 2012, the
Anniversary Committee was a beehive
of activity, having now spent the last
year-and-a-half planning various events
to mark this special year. Below is list of
some of the volunteers and what they
were doing:

At the Root Road Bridge, those who were
quick enough to focus their cameras were
able to capture an image of an Amish
family in a carriage coming through the
bridge. The bridge locations were close
together with beautiful weather to boot, so
the photographers had more time to shoot.
They crawled over, under, and around
the bridges looking for the perfect shot.
Another photo opportunity was a quick
stop at the Carson and Jefferson Scenic
Railroad depot, which was decorated for
the fall season. Some, like Troy Vodila,
managed to get on board a car for a more
creative shot.

Odd Fellows

Beachwood Community Center Exhibit, photo
by Sue Curtis

The end of the trip had another treat in
store for those photographers who were
interested: a detour to visit and explore
the historic Gageville Cemetery. Besides
the many military symbols, our intrepid
photographers soon noted other varied and
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• John MacKenzie made sure that all the
promotional items were going to be there
on time for their debut at the annual
Holiday Party in December. Debbie
DiCarlo volunteered to be in charge of
sales. Bob Boyle and Sue Curtis worked
together to have the lapel pins designed
and made for members to wear.
• Barb Pennington and the hospitality
committee were working on the Yearend Banquet to be held in May at the
Crowne Plaza in Independence, Ohio.
• Ken Latman and Steve Lucsik were
working on the promotional video
with the two senior students from the
Cuyahoga Valley Career Center.
• Joanne Damian was working on the list
of items to go in the time capsule.
• Dan LeHoty was in charge of printing
two banners marking the 125th
Anniversary. Taking designs done by
Mark Coletta, one would be displayed

Left: Strange Friends by Sharon Doyle
Center: Cosmic City by Sue Curtis
Right: Netcher Road Covered Bridge by Hubert Ho

Left: Shrooms by John Burkett
Center: White Daffodils by Nancy Balluck
Right: Prince Baskettail Dragonfiy by Jeffrey Gibson

• Rob Erick, Dave Brooks, and Maria
Kaiser spent many Sundays taking
photos of downtown locations for the
2012 Photo Scavenger Hunt.
• One of Dave Brooks’s projects was
updating the 100-Year Book of our
history written in 1987 by member
Sarah Evanko, wife of then-President
Joe Evanko.
• Dave Brooks announced a design
competition to members to design an
ad with a “Happy 125th” theme for a
black-and-white half-page position. It
would appear in the June 2012 edition
of Photographic Society of America
magazine, PSA Journal.

Land, Sea, and Air
By land, sea or air, CPS photographers
were there. In 2012, new photo-ops gave
the club many new experiences.

B & O Railroad Yard, photo by Erik Heinrich

One of them was a visit to the old B & O
Roundhouse in the Tremont area of
Cleveland where vintage locomotives are
kept. The Roundhouse, under the care of
the Midwest Railway Preservation Society,
which made great strides in its restoration.
Volunteers did all the work on refurbishing
and maintaining the old locomotives. The
building, built in the early-1900s, fell out of
use in the ‘70s, when the B & O Railway
went out of business.

Another excellent outing was an “upclose and personal” look at the daily work
going on at the InnerBelt Construction
site. This was offered two days in June.
The new I-90 bridge will be a vital link to
Cleveland’s downtown. Members wore
required hard hats and safety vests as
they went on a mile-long walk under the
construction. The scale of the project was
tremendous when below and looking up.
Erik Heinrich again shared his photos.

Mr. Ambassador
A day-trip to Presque Isle in Erie,
Pennsylvania, was offered in late June.
This scenic, photogenic park had miles
of beaches, fishing, boating, lighthouses,
lagoons, wildlife/birding and Perry’s
Monument to entice the photographers.
Two months earlier in April, Brian
Berchthold, a volunteer ambassador
from the Isle, gave the club an overview
of the park and showed his photos taken
on kayak trips into the watery vegetation.
Thanks went to Betsy Barker for
organizing this happening.
It was supposed to be a rainy, cool day
at the Lost Nation Airport in Willoughby
where the Gathering of Eagles Air Show

A large roll-up banner that stands vertical
on a support frame, designed by Sue Curtis.

took place. It was a bit overcast but very
hot! Before the show started, members
were able to walk around the field and take
photos of some the interesting planes and
their pilots. About 50 CPS photographers
flaunted their press credentials as they
walked past the “common people” to take
their seats in the secured “Photo Pit.”
The World War II planes still were able
to put on quite a show. The Magnum, a
red bi-plane, did numerous stunts and
was a crowd favorite. There were planes
from the Navy, Air Force and Marines
complete with missiles. And in the air,
motorized gliders with their extra-long
wings, glided gracefully over the crowds.
A highlight of the show was a chance to
fly in a refurbished B-25 bomber for a fee.
Doug Barker was one to take advantage
of this. Proceeds of the show went toward
education of aviation and restoration
of “Doc,” the last-known Boeing B-29
Fortress.

scheduled throughout the coming year
and Rob Erick revealed the exciting
details of the Photo Scavenger Hunt.
In keeping with the 125th anniversary
theme, the Hospitality Committee hosted
an old fashioned recipes potluck of hors
d’ oeuvres and desserts. There were
souvenir gifts and prizes were raffled off
throughout the evening.

125th Kick-off Celebration
Our first quarterly business meeting of
2012 included the CPS 125th Anniversary
Kick-off Celebration on January 27. Dave
Brooks announced the events that were

on the outside of the building and
one inside the club room. Two roll-up
banners designed by Sue Curtis, one
with the 125th Anniversary logo on it
and one general one with the CPS logo,
were also made to be used by the club
for future events.
• Karin Krugman designed and art
directed the printing of the guest
invitations for the banquet with the guest
list still being finalized.

Celebration cake at the 125th kick-off party.
Photo by Rob Erick

Before the meeting, Joanne Damian was
interviewed on the air, live, by ABC Channel 5
News about CPS and our 125th Anniversary.
Photo by Rob Erick

Dee Riley’s winning design for CPS’s first ad published in the PSA Journal. It appeared
in the May 2012 issue as a half-page advertisement to celebrate our 125th anniversary.
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Bi-plane at the Gathering of Eagles event.
Photo by Ray Humphries

Bert Klein and Maria Kaiser enjoy the traditional
food set out by Elisha Cerino (right) and the
Hospitality Committee. Photo by Rob Erick
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Left: Distant Drums by Neil Evans
Center: Smoke Break by Susan Onysko
Right: A Cardinal’s Winter Portrait by Ron Waldrop

Left: Snowy Elk by Sharon Doyle
Center: Contemplation by Shannon Rice
Right: Mating Ritual by Harry Kaulfersch

presentation, Ken edited the video further
to a short 10-minute presentation slated
for YouTube publication.

Entering with Exhibits
We also started the year with two exhibits
in January, one at the Cleveland Institute
of Music and also at the Cleveland
Public Library. The judge for both of
these exhibits was Marcella Hackbardt,
Professor of Art and Photography at
Kenyon College in Gambier, Ohio.

Hollywood Comes to Cleveland
During the spring of 2012, East
9th Street in downtown Cleveland,
between Prospect and Euclid Avenues,
was a movie setting for the filming of
Marvel’s Avengers. The streets were
converted into scenes of catastrophic
destruction as the team waged war on
evil. This event was widely photographed
by members and their images showed up
in several CPS competitions.

Lights, Camera, Action!
One of the plans for the 125th Anniversary
was for the Historical Committee to produce
a short film. This could then be used for
broadcast via the Public Broadcasting
Station, put on YouTube and recorded
on a CD to share with new members. A
search was on for a suitable partner for
this endeavor. Finally, it was suggested to
contact the local high schools’ tech classes.
Our first and only stop was the Cuyahoga
Valley Career Center in Brecksville, where
we met with Bernie Van Tilburg, who
taught a media class. When we outlined
our project to his students, we had some
luck. Two students, Kevin Fikar and Bob
Kappan, said, “We think we can do the job
for you.” With more details, the young men
set about the task of videographing more
than two-and-a-half hours of interviews
with various club members. Also included
were a number of CPS activities and field
trips. Kevin would be the producer, Bob
the videographer with Mr. Van Tilburg as
the overall supervisor.
In the meantime, Ken Latman set up an
Internet Dropbox, which collected over
300 images submitted by members. Mark
Coletta, Rob Erick, and Bert Klein guided
the committee to many sources of archived
material as well. Ken along with Steve
Lucsik then embarked on writing the script.

Scavengers on the Loose

Blasted Through the Window, photo of Captain
America during the filming of The Avengers.
Photo by Sharon Doyle

After the students had collected all the
information, they set about to produce a
montage using as many member’s photos
as possible. They were also directed
to highlight the photography, document
varied activities, and reflect the flavor and
spirit of an organization that continually
evolved over the past 125 years. However,
this presentation had to be kept under 18
minutes and contain minimal dialogue.
After six weeks of tedious recording,
arranging, editing, re-editing, and advice
from George Sipl…mission accomplished!
A 17-and-one-half-minute video was
produced and would premiere at the
125th Anniversary Banquet. After that
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In 2011, Dave Brooks and Maria Kaiser
joined Rob Erick to make his Scavenger
Hunt idea a reality. After photographing
hundreds of nooks and crannies of
downtown Cleveland, they chose 125 for
the contest. The entire committee worked
tirelessly to get all of the many details
needed to set up this major operation,
enlisting Randy Beiter to help with the
website.

Rob Erick with “Scavengers” behind him. Photo
by Clayton Rung

CPS’s Scavenger Hunt culminated in an
awards dinner with many valuable prizes.
Photo by John Janda

The Scavenger Hunt opened in March
2012 and eventually built to more than
500, including non-member participants.
Joining in as promotional partners
were Downtown Cleveland Alliance
and CoolCleveland.com. They agreed
to get the word out that this hunt was
open to the public. Some of the Hunt
Committee solicited prizes from downtown
businesses. That snagged lots of prizes
worth a total of $5,300.
Monthly field trips were held to help those
working on the hunt. Scavengers wore
official buttons with the Hunt logo created
by Anita Orenick (page 36). This identified
them when they were on the prowl. Randy
Beiter designed a professional and
functional website to support this immense
project. It was used to disseminate contest
information and images and to provide a
reliable way to track the images submitted.

100 in attendance. Stories and photos
from the hunt were shared, participants
brought desserts and the evening had
a festive but bittersweet air to it as a
summer full of adventure and fun came
to an end. Prizes were awarded based on
the number of images found and winners
were allowed to choose from all the prizes
available, ensuring that everyone received
something they liked and could use. CPS
member Karen Mayer chose first as the
only individual to find all 125 images,
followed by the Back Row team of Joanne
Damian, Dona Zupancik, Troy Vodila, and
Steve Snitzky. At the end of the evening,
Rob thanked his team of volunteers, Dave
Brooks, Maria Kaiser, Randy Beiter and
Anita Orenick. Hugs were shared and a
few tears shed—and hopes were raised
for a repeat event in the future. Projected
on the screen were the words of Pauline
Hill, one of the most colorful and delightful
scavengers, which seemed to sum-up
everyone’s feelings (see image below).

Cleveland Versus Cincinnati
Another exciting event, as part of the
125th celebration, was the Interclub
Photography Competition, hosted by
CPS. Of all the older clubs (Philadelphia,
Boston, Baltimore, Cincinnati, Syracuse,
and the Camera Club of New York), Karin
Krugman convinced the club in Cincinnati,
which was founded in 1884, to have a
competition with our club.
Rules were that each club would submit
40 images in an open-category projection
competition. The call for entries received
an enthusiastic response from members.
Joanne Damian found three local judges
to select the 40 images to be entered in
the competition. PSA supplied the names
of three people to be the final judges for
the event. They were Louis Duncan in
Florida, Erik Rosengren in Michigan and
Bill Solomon in North Carolina. All were
linked via a web conference into both
clubrooms. The Cincinnati team of Mike
Brown and Paul Lauber coordinated the

The Scavenger hunt concluded on
November 4. In all, 533 participants
registered and 7,237 images were
uploaded to the website. Forty-eight teams
or individuals submitted 100 or more of the
125 images, and all of them qualified for
some of the 71 prizes.
An awards dinner was held at the Flat
Iron Cafe on November 15 with more than

Scavenger Pauline Hill’s heartfelt words that summarized her feelings about the Hunt.
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Left: Horse Drive by Ron Wilson
Center: Bee on a Betony by Karen Warkany
Right: Barn Owl by Dave Brooks

Left: Bridge Creek Fall Colors by John MacKenzie
Center: Final Door by Rebekah McClelland
Right: Orange Flowers by Mary Rynes

web conference for their club. Randy
Beiter developed the judging software.
Once the judges were all set up, both clubs
were able to see all the images and hear
their critiques live. The evening was well
attended. Ron Wilson, an active member
of both clubs, took First Place for CPS
with his image “Horse Drive 3522.” The
PSA judges were quite impressed with the
overall quality of the photos. Final count:
CPS – 23 awards and CCOC – 10 awards.

A Big Event!
An amazing extravaganza was the
annual End-of-the-Year Banquet event
culminating in a celebration of CPS’s 125th
Anniversary. It was held in the Crowne
Plaza in Independence, Ohio. Close to
250 members and guests joined in the
gala event where festively decorated
centerpieces on each table marked the
anniversary. Barb Pennington did the
arranging for this social event along with
the help of her dedicated committee. Dave
Brooks spoke about the amazing amount
of work done by the 125th Anniversary
Committee and then introduced them all.

125th Anniversary Celebration committee recognized at the year-end banquet, left to right:
Ron Wilson, Heidi Krukemeyer, Bob Boyle, Darlene Jacobson, Mark Coletta, Sharon Doyle,
Dan LeHoty, Sue Curtis, Joanne Damian, Rob Erick, Karin Krugman, Barb Pennington, John
MacKenzie, Debbie DiCarlo, Steve Lucsik, Troy Vodila, Karen Hoinke, Randy Beiter, Dan
Kozminski, Dave Brooks, Joe Polevoi, and Bert Klein. Photo by Steve Manchook

their images projected on the screen. (A
full list of year-end winners can be found
at the back of this book.) The highlight
of the evening was the premier of the
125th Anniversary Video. A huge round
of applause followed the show and the
people who worked on this project were
congratulated. Many hands were involved
to make this banquet such a huge success.
This 125th Celebration made everyone
proud to be a member.

CPS Crazy Club Portrait
A wild and crazy experience that followed
the banquet was the “Big Photo Shoot”
held in June. The Broadview Heights main
building was the location for 170 members
to gather for a group photo early on a
Friday evening.
As people streamed in, they were given
a number that would identify them in
the photo. Dan LeHoty, Steve Lucsik,

Dave Brooks introduced all the invited
guests. These included some past
presidents who were Mark Coletta, Rob
Erick, Vic Evcic, Maria Kaiser, Bert Klein,
and Ron Wilson. Other guests included
competition judges. Those in attendance
were Michael Demeter, Paul Goode, Dale
Kincaid, Doug Mamere, Steve Manchook,
and John Rivera-Resto. Other special
guests included representatives from the
many non-profit associations that we’ve
assisted with in our community service
work.
President Rick Wetterau then announced
the winners of the Year-end Awards with

Members getting into position for the second of two shots to fit everyone into the club portraits.
Finished club portraits, with member names, can be seen on pages 52-53. Photo by Dan LeHoty
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Above: John and Judy MacKenzie,and Sharon
Doyle enjoy the packed, post-portrait picnic.
Photo by Joe Polevoi

and Dave Brooks were the “lucky” ones
directing this extravaganza. However,
the unexpected size of the crowd quickly
overwhelmed them and they realized the
original place for the shoot was too small.
They did a turnabout and moved it into
the gym. All the folks were then ushered
in and arranged on bleachers. Again, the
area was too small for the crowd. It was
then decided that there would have to
be two photos taken and the crowd was
divided up and rearranged. All this was
accompanied by much hilarity and many
not-so-helpful suggestions shouted out by
various members. In the process, some
identity numbers were lost. Once the
photo efforts finally ended, the group then
moved to yard outside the clubroom to a
catered barbeque, with hamburgers, hot
dogs, drinks, and desserts. A large tent
set up with tables and chairs, along with
the inside seating, gave members lots of
time to socialize. All in all, it was a fun and
entertaining evening.

Team Women and Men in Black: Renee
Robertson, Kevin and Spencer O’Rourke,
Colleen and Kim Turley runner ups at Elliot
Ness’s grave

Mission Impossible Road Rally
On Saturday, July 21, nine teams
headed out from the CPS clubroom to
17 locations around Northeastern Ohio.
Based loosely on the late-1960s television
series, “Mission: Impossible,” the CPS
2012 Mission: Impossible Road Rally
asked teams to document those missions
with a photo that showcased their team’s
mascot. They accrued points based on the
distance traveled to a site and their creative
interpretation of each mission. Each team

Team Snap Happy: Michele Schneider and Lisa
Adcock receive American Legion Award. Photo
montage by Steve Lucsik

was also permitted to use the “junk in their
trunks” as props or disguises in creating a
scene. And, oh boy, were they ever creative!
“Team Barracuda,” Tim Koches and Lisa
Braun, captured top honors and a $100
prize for completing the most missions.
There was silliness, fun and adventure due
to the hard work of the “D-7” team: Karen
Hoinke, Ken Latman, Darlene Jacobson
and Steve Lucsik, who wrote the scenarios
for the missions. Charmane Lucsik, Dennis
and Vicki Wert judged and critiqued the
submitted images.

2012 Annual Summer Picnic
Road Rally tallying back at the CPS clubroom
by (left to right) Charmane Lucsik, Nancy
Hofstetter, Darlene Jacobson, and Michele
Schneider. Photo by Steve Lucsik
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The Annual Picnic was held July 29, at
the Sycamore Pavilion in the Rocky River
Metroparks Reservation. Following a
wonderful catered lunch, madness and

Left: Sunset 1 by George Sipl
Right: Night Blooming Cereus by Neil Evans

Canon Explorer of Light

Late Summer to Fall in 2012

Joanne Damian took the lead to bring
together a CPS-sponsored event with
Canon Explorer of Light presenter,
Lewis Kemper. On August 4 at the Hilton
Doubletree Hotel in Independence,
Ohio, he shared his love and passion for
photography and explained how you can
get the most out of your digital camera.
Kemper had photographed the natural
beauty of North America and its parklands
for more than 30 years. He has spoken at
colleges and camera clubs throughout the
U.S. This all-day seminar was open to the
public and was well attended.

August was crammed with many field
trips: a private tour of Presque Isle, Twins
Day in Twinsburg, Hale Farm and Village
held a Civil War Encampment and battle
re-enactment, a D-Day re-enactment
in Cleveland, more visits to the top of
the Terminal Tower, and a Buckin’ Ohio
Rodeo. Play House Square docents
escorted photographers through all areas
of the theater complex. The lobbies, stage,
backstage, dressing rooms and balcony
were opened for photo-taking.

Roger Moore playing one of the many games
during the picnic. Photo by Joe Polevoi

mayhem prevailed with Barb Pennington’s
organized activities, competitions, and
prizes.

Mychal Lilly narrated a slide presentation
in August, featuring his shoots of
Cleveland sports and rock concerts. The
enthused and fascinated audience drilled
him with questions well into the evening.
Of special interest was his technique of
using his 70-200mm lens indoors, handheld, with no flash and focusing his shots
manually.
Later in September, member Nancy
Balluck instructed on how to use her
favorite accessory, the Lensbaby.
Attendees were told to bring their cameras
so they could try the Lensbaby on their
own cameras and see first-hand what this
unique lens can do.

Airport Art
Our last exhibit for that special year
was at Cleveland Hopkins Airport
on Wednesday, August 1. This show
titled “Many Faces: A Celebration of
Diversity” ran through October 31. Entries
were submitted by 60 members, with 50
images chosen by outside judges. They
were: Dan Levin, Associate Professor
of Visual Arts at Tri-City Community
College; Mike Ormiston, photographer
for American Greetings Corp.; and Shelly
DiCello-Ahern, Visual and Performing Arts
Department Chair at St. Joseph Academy.
After review by airport personnel, the work
of 42 CPS members was displayed at
the entrance of Concourse A and on the
ticketing level.

Left: Dead Horse Point Utah by Doug Bacso
Center: Red Cambria Orchid by Susan Bestul
Right: Dahlia by Cindy Dolansky

A beautiful fall day was the backdrop for a
Falling Leaves and Falling Water field trip
to five destinations in the Lake County
Metroparks, organized and led by Clayton
Rung.

Competing Clubs in Cleveland
Ron Skinner poses by his image “Changing of
the Guard” at the Cleveland Hopkins Airport
exhibit. Top: introductory text on the wall for
that exhibit. Photos by Steve Lucsik
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In the planning stages of the interclub
competitions, Joe Polevoi suggested
we talk to the local Western Reserve
Photographic Society (WRPS) to see if they

“Foggy Morning,” but the night was more
about seeing the wonderful images from
both clubs and having the opportunity to
share our common vision.

A New Class

Steve Snitzky’s colorful and “patchy” photo vest.
Photo by Joanne Damian

would be interested. Karin Krugman was
in charge of the committee to organize the
competitions and was successful getting
WRPS to compete.
Reviving a long-standing tradition of
competition with other local clubs that
dated back to the Northeast Ohio Camera
Club Council, CPS held an inter-club
competition with the Western Reserve
Photographic Society. Forty digital images
were selected by each club, using their
own criteria. Judges were mutually-agreed
between the two clubs and judging took
place in advance of the competition night.
On November 30, members from both
clubs gathered in the CPS clubroom
to see the projected images and hear
the judge’s comments. CPS’ Chuck
Bentivegna took top honors with his image

Late in 2012, the Board decided that
the CPS school should offer Lightroom
classes along with the Fundamentals
and Photoshop classes. After spending
hundreds of hours putting together a
curriculum for the class, Mark Coletta,
had the first training class in December
with two other member instructors,
Joanne Damian and Steve Snitzky. With
the goal to officially roll out the class to the
public mid-2013, they set up a class for
members-only, early in 2013. This helped
the instructors to practice and fine-tune
the curriculum before offering the class to
the public.

Holiday Party Closes the
Anniversary Year
In December, the annual holiday party
was held at the same location as in 2011,
the Brecksville United Methodist Church.
Attendees brought potluck and the club
provided the meat so there was plenty of
food for the festive dinner. George Readus

Janine and Dave Brooks (clapping) with Bill
Rittman and Mary Kay Coletta (background).
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hosted the traditional Robbers’ Gift
Exchange. It was a big hit, as usual, with
several bottles of wine trading hands. The
most popular gift of the night was a sixpack of Great Lakes Christmas Ale. The
“robbing” of the ale ended dramatically
when Joanne Damian, with beer in hand,
and before she could get to her seat, had
the six-pack taken by Dave Brooks, who
was the second-to-last name called.
d
Our 125th anniversary year came to a
close, and what a year it was! CPS has
grown to 550 members strong, with a
successful expanding school, and a
diverse and active membership who
generously offer their time and skills
to help make CPS an amazing photo
club. The last 25 years have been
transformational to the photographic
industry as well as to the individual
participants. CPS was swept up with
the currents of change and rose to
unprecedented heights with the digital
tide. The next 25 years and beyond are
exciting to imagine and impossible to
predict. One thing we can be sure of,
advancements in photography will not
stagnate. If the last quarter-century is
an indication of what’s to come, CPS will
continue to ride the wave of change as a
dynamic and active photography club.

CPS Club Portrait: June 2012

Back Row:		

Back Row:

162-Gary Kerr ~ 110-Bert Klein ~ 167-Paul Zurowski
10-Barb Cerrito ~ 161-Debbie DiCarlo ~ 23-Bill Kubiak
67-Doc Pritchard ~ 59-Rebecca Black ~ 176-Robert Erick
71-Stephen Snitzky ~ 83-Paul Vidal ~ 77-Tim Lewis

92-Pete Kaluszyk ~ 36-Tom Fagan ~ 105-Randy Beiter
112-Clif Eller ~ 1-Paul Shinkovich ~ 51-Joe Polevoi
44-Dan Kozminski ~ 46-Roger Moore ~ 4-Troy Vodila
|19-Janice Soster ~ 28-Scott Sanberg ~ 176-Rob Erick
118-Jeff Yancey ~ 76-Darlene Jacobson

Next Row Forward:		
93-Bob Schleimer ~ 111-George Readus ~ 168-Deborah
Barath ~ 121-Cindy Dolansky ~ 186-Peggy Miklus
9-Michelle Schneider ~ 187-Doug Waltman ~ 157-Will
Sebastian ~ 89-Ron Werman ~ 101-Harry Kaulfersch
109-Jibat Sankar De Sarkar ~ 181-Anna TymczakRzemieniuk ~ 122-Mirek Rzemieniuk

Next Row Forward:
102-Robert Allen ~ 106-Darlene Beiter ~ 177-Jen Toth
91-Diane Funk ~ 160-Dennis Wert ~ 183-Rian O’Riordan
170-Susan Bestul ~ 53-Dave Brooks ~ 31-Christopher Aitken
61-Mary Kay Coletta ~ 62-Mark Coletta ~ 39-Jan Kocsis
35-John Kocsis ~ 182-Cal Pusateri ~ 158-Angelo Jacobs

Middle Row

Next Row Forward:

188-Barb Pennington ~ 79-Gloria Gunter ~ 63-Joanne
Damian ~ 27-Thomas Legeza ~ 37-Marinne Legeza
41-Dale Brandt ~ 119-Lisa Marie Beyer ~ 65-Robert
Boyle ~ 174-Jan Venditti ~ 33-Joe Vanecek

11-Maria Norman ~ 24-Johnny Elko ~ 80-Dan Sandy
88-Jim Frazer ~ 29-Karen Meyer ~ 38-Jack Ulman
32-Bill Rittman ~ 55-Janine Brooks ~ 179-Rick Wetterau
40-Mark Bassett ~ 175-Anita Orenick ~ 155-John Janda
81-Melissa Mendise ~ 3-Richard Kopchock ~ 116-Dave Busch

Second Row:

Middle Row
Russell Purnell, Jr. (no number) ~ 68-Ken Latman ~ 60-Erik Heinrich ~ 113-Scott Ober ~ 173-Dona Zupancic ~ 104-Dee Palmer ~ 42-Kevin Wulff ~ 43-Cheryl Novak ~ 154-Jim Carl
~ 90-Ghainous Diallo ~ 21-Michael Babischkin ~ 180-Pam Wetterau ~ 47-Eric Rauch ~ 69-Nancy Balluck ~ 95-Jackie Sajewski ~ 166-Gerri Tumino ~ 165-Ron Tumino

Third Row Up from Front:
94-Karin Krugman ~ 156-Cyndi Goldman ~ 72-Felicia Matras ~ 20-Tricia Babischkin 56-Eric Wethington ~ 66-John Nolan ~ 70-Elisha Cerino ~ 168-Deb Rozin
22-Charmane Lucsik ~ 52-Donna Obremski-Swan ~ 124-Connie Herron ~ 25-Colleen Cleveland ~ 13-Taylor LeHoty

Second Row:
30-Jim McClintock ~ 178-Laszlo Tomaschek ~ 98-Jerry Hilinski ~ 86-Jennifer S. Commes ~ 26-Ray Gregorius ~ 64-Jen Cockrell ~ 171-Micky Martynak
108-Kris Bosworth ~ 48-Francis LeHoty ~ 100-Hubert Ho ~ 58-William Gale ~ 96-Shelly Hansel ~ 50-Marcia Polevoi ~ 57-Adrienne Schlott ~ 120-Irma Baker

Front Row
8-Lisa Adcock ~ 114-Linda Nellis ~ 172-Cheryl Martin ~ 184-Melissa Thomas ~ 34-Henry Cipra ~ 18-Nick Cancilliere ~ 49-Dorthy LeHoty
6-John Earl Brown ~ 54-Alex Stulock ~ 117-Sue Curtis
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78-Peggy Croasmun ~ 17-Marc Zeleznik ~ 159-Vicki Wert
~ 73-Scott Theus ~ 185-Kent Craig ~ 15-Steven Sonego
74-Katrinka Carlton ~ 103-Sharon Doyle ~ 163-John
MacKenzie ~ 164-Judy MacKenzie ~ 45-Bob Frye
97-Heidi Krukemeyer ~ 123-Nancy Hofstetter

Front Row
82-Max Aynik ~ 87-Maria Isabel Martins-Vaccaro
99-Beth Rossi ~ 107-Ron Skinner ~ 7-Dan LeHoty
5-Erik Pickering ~ 2-Steve Lucsik ~ 84-Betsy Barker (with
photo of Sonya Yost) ~ 85-Douglas Barker ~ 14-Renee
Humphries 12-Raymond Humphries ~ 115-David
McGuire

Tallest and shortest members in
2012: Randy Beiter, our technology
guru stands tall next to Maria Kaiser
(left) and Marcia Polevoi (right). Photo
by Dan LeHoty
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Most senior member in 2012 was Joe Polevoi and Taylor
LeHoty was the youngest member. Photo by Dan LeHoty

Current Member
Photo Gallery
Below left: Dan Kozminski “Yellowstone Storm”
Below center: Judy MacKenzie “Fiona”
Right: Erik Heinrich “Garfield Monument”

Shelly Hansel “Tall Ship in C-Town”

Above right: Joshua Esenwine “Tree Frog”
Left: John Earl Brown “Wrath of Odile”

Kara Zollos “All That Jazz”

Jeffrey Gibson “Dawns Light at Beaver Marsh”

Linda Nellis “Beaver Creek”

Maria Isabel Martins Vaccaro “Mule Ride”

Below: Kara Zollos “Keagen Halloween”

Jan DeBlaay “Keeping Clean”
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Joanne Damian “Cascade Falls”
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Joanne Damian “Last Dollar Fence”

Charmane Lucsik “Lazy Water Lotus”

Rob Erick “Golden Pheasant”

Jackie Sajewski “Have Some Garlic”

Janine Brooks “Coral Rose”

Nada Fleming “Lake Erie Sunset”

Linda Nellis “North Chagrin”
Nilda Daleccio “Indigo Lake”

Harry Kaulfersch “Shake it Off”

Jackie Sajewski “Lily Pad Sleeper”
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Ron Werman “Ameritrust Rotunda”

Joshua Esenwine “Zen”

Lee Groscost “Lotus Pond”

Maria Isabel Martins Vaccaro “Blue Morning”
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Left: Tom Fleming “Mandi”
Above: Susan Onysko “Cubano Farmer”

Richard Kopchock “Erie Storm”

Tom Fleming “Ottauquechee River”

Below left: Vasu Sidagam “Yani Hsueh”

Randy Beiter “Silver Lining”

Ron Werman “Magnolia Blossom”

Susan Kaufman “A Quiet Winter Morning”

Roger Moore “Cleveland Sunrise”

Above center: Vicki Wert “His Majesty”
Above right: Susan Onysko “The World Outside”
Left: Sharon Doyle “Hawaiian Tree”
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Vicki Wert “Little Barn”

Robert Schleimer “Autumn Train”

Susan Curtis “Kentucky Woman”

Nilda Daleccio “William Mather Ship”

David Lytkowski “Red Rocks, NV”
Anna Tymczak-Rzemieniuk “Liquified”

Vasu Sidagam “Grace”

Susan Kaufman “Down the Line”

Rebekah McClelland “Tulip in Silver”

Shelly Hansel “Lakefront Sunrise”
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Elisha Cerino “Bruce in Concert”

Jon Theobald “Saint Peter’s Cathedral, Rome”

Judy MacKenzie “Sisters”
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Melissa Mendise “Declaration Celebration”

Melva Jones “No Place Like Home”
Left: Robert Schleimer “Vintage Rachel”
Above: Richard Kopchock “Catching ZZZ’s”
Below left: Roger Moore “Settler’s Landing”

Nancy Hofstetter “Jane and Vic”

Randy Beiter “Planet Cleveland”

Above center: Sharon Doyle “Girl in the Window”
Above right: Lee Groscost “Bicentennial Tower”
Left: Melva Jones “Sounds of the Season”

Nancy Hofstetter “Dots”

Nada Fleming “Downtown”
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Chuck Bentivegna “Baby Gets the Boot”

Erik Heinrich “Cleveland Industrial Flats”

Left: Diane Ward “Saturday in the Park”
Above: David Lytowski “Edgewater and Sandy”
Below left: Don Keller “Heceta Head Light”

Dave Brooks “Rainy Day at Old Man’s Cave”

Janis McGowan “Varanasi Boatman”

Jon Theobald “The Face of Modern Tibet”

Above center: Douglas Hupfer “River Limbo”
Above right: John MacKenzie “Close Encounters, Thurnderbirds”
Left: Jeffrey Biggar “The Blue Door”

Cyndi Goldman “Duck Stretch”

Dan Sandy “Going Nowhere Fast”
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Janis McGowan “Pretty Boy”

Darlene Beiter “Bench”

Barry Cunningham “Steller’s Sea Eagle”

Barb Cerrito “King of the Jungle”

Melissa Mendise “War Memorial at Sunset”

Angeli Persons “Calm Waters”
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Bill Rittman “Hands”

Cyndi Goldman “Puppy Love”
Hubert Ho “Folding the Main Sail”

Barb Pennington “Poppy Field”

Christopher Aitkin “Civil War Photographer”

Angeli Persons “Flying into the Sunset”

Barry Cunningham “Lunch Stop at Osier”

Elisha Cerino “London Burger”
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Left: Jan DeBlaay “Down”
Barb Cerrito “Abbey and Baci Fall Photo”

Diane Ward “Show Me Love, Cleveland”

Above: Anita Orenick “Beautiful Alaska”
Below left: Chuck Bentivegna “Tree Frog on Buttercup”
Below center: Harry Kaulfersch “A Candle in the Canyon”

Cindy Dolansky “Terminal Tower, Soldiers’
Monument”

Jeffrey Biggar “Mr. Cleaveland’s City”

Dennis Wert “USAF Academy Chapel”

Left: Don Keller “Monument Valley”
Above right: Douglas Bacso “Watson Lake, Arizona”

Douglas Hupfer “Springtime at Lanterman’s Mill”

Shirley DeWitte “Kick Up Your Heels”
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Selection of CPS Statistics and Award Lists

Club Locations Since 1887

Ken Latman “Camper Lost in the Great Outdoors”

• 1887: First club site—18 Euclid Ave., our first vice president,
Dr. Dayton’s office, 20 members on the roster

• 1920: CPS incorporated and moved to 6106 1/2 Euclid Ave.
called “The Towers”

• 1903: Second club site—625 Caxton Building, in 1906, it
was noted that we were on the eighth floor of Horace Carr’s
printing company and there were 58 members plus 11
honorary members

• 1923: May, moved to the Rathskeller Building at 2046 E. 4th St.

•

•

•
•

Doug Bacso “Buckskin Canyon”

Berthold Klein “Grasshopper Sharp”

Mary Rynes “Egret Image”

Ron Skinner “Horse and Tree”

• 1926: In September, moved across the street to the Graves
Building 2073 E. 4th St., official opening was gala affair
attended by 250 people, stayed there for 15 years (where
1910-1911: Horace Carr sued for past-due bills from members
members were told to look for the sign with the pink panties!)
charging equipment and supplies, so ended up having two
• 1941: Realizing we were $1500 in debt, moved to cheaper
meeting places—one on 4th St. (assuming East 4th) and one
quarters going back to the Caxton building on Huron Rd.
in the Cuyahoga Building
• 1947: Moved to the Cleveland Museum of Natural History
1913: Club met at the home of Dr. Van Tress and secretary/
at 2717 Euclid Ave. because landlord at Caxton raised the
treasurer A.D . Williams—when equipment was required, met
rent too high. In 1948, we received a letter from the museum
at Ernst-Eidman Studio on E. 17th St.
director saying we had to vacate as soon as possible. No
1914: Moved to 416 W. Superior St.
reason was given but there was pending demolition of
buildings to make room for the new inter-belt highway.
1916: WWI era, many members were drafted and prices went
up including rent, moved to two rooms in a rooming house on
Huron Rd. near E. 12th St. and had about 20 members

• 1949: March, moved to 1296. W. 6th St.

•
• 1917: Rooming house raised rent to $75—with 20 members
at $2/month, the club had to leave and met at George Tange’s
Tea Store at 23 Taylor Arcade once a week until a place was
•
found—stored darkroom equipment and chairs in a vacant
house on E. 12th St. northwest corner of Hamilton Ave.

1983: September, moved to 1549 Superior Ave., Bert Klein
and Joe Evanko volunteered to look for a new clubroom and
found this one.
2005: Broadview Heights location

Rick Wetterau “Neighboring Hobbits”
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CPS Board Officers 1987-2012

125th Anniversary Book Patrons

Year

President

Vice President

Secretary

Treasurer

1987-88

Joe Evanko

Joe DiMarco

Gretchen Tropea

Frank Otto

Kris Bosworth

Learning and teaching photography with great people

1988-89

Joe DiMarco

Jerry Penca

Gretchen Tropea

Frank Otto

1989-90

Jerry Penca

Jim Tioczynski

Gretchen Tropea

Frank Otto

Robert Boyle

Congratulations, CPS!! Keep up the good work.

1990-91

Bob Burns

Chris Morrow

Gretchen Tropea

Frank Otto

Dave and Janine Brooks

Thanks to all of you, from the bottom of my heart, that helped make 2012 a year
Janine and I will never forget!!

David Busch

Here’s to another 125 wonderful years of Photographers Helping Photographers.
Proud CPS Member, Dave Busch

Sue Curtis
(Sue Ford after 7-6-13!)

Thanks to everyone who makes CPS the great club that it is!

Joanne Damian

Best camera club in USA. Here’s to another 125 years!!

1991-92

Bob Burns

Chris Morrow

Jo Ann Mosier

Frank Otto

1992-93

Ruth Morrison

Carol Kocab

Jo Ann Mosier

Frank Otto

1993-94

Ruth Morrison

Maria Kaiser

Jo Ann Mosier

Bill Gance

1994-95

Maria Kaiser

Sue Telecky

Lori Fundak

Bill Gance

1995-96

Maria Kaiser

Doug Kerner

Lori Fundak

Peter Perry

1996-97

Doug Kerner

Ken Esry

Lori Fundak

Maria Kaiser

1997-98

Jan Holkenborg

Doug Kerner

Lori Fundak

Maria Kaiser

1998-99

Peter Perry/Howard Kuhns

Berthold Klein

Susan Adams

Maria Kaiser

1999-20

Howard Kuhns

Berthold Klein

Susan Adams

Doug Kerner

2000-01

Berthold Klein

____/Vic Evcic*

Susan Adams/Sue Telecky

Doug Kerner/Peter Perry

2001-02

Berthold Klein

Vic Evcic

Suzanne Cooper

Bob Malek

2002-03

Berthold Klein

Vic Evcic

Suzanne Cooper

Bob Malek

2003-04

Vic Evcic

Joe Kunzman

Suzanne Cooper

Geoff Powers

2004-05

Vic Evcic

Joe Kunzman

Elaine Kukral

Geoff Powers

2005-06

Ron Wilson

Max Aynik

Jill Stanphill

Geoff Powers

2006-07

Ron Wilson

Max Aynik

Jill Stanphill

Brenda Gemeiner

2007-08

Rob Erick

Max Aynik/
Rick Wetterau

Jill Stanphill/Debbie Barath

Brenda Gemeiner

2008-09

Rob Erick

Rick Wetterau

Debbie Barath

Brenda Gemeiner

2009-10

Mark Coletta

Rick Wetterau

Debbie Barath/Jen Toth

Peggy Miklus

2010-11

Mark Coletta

Rick Wetterau

Jen Toth

Peggy Miklus

2011-12

Rick Wetterau

Joanne Damian

Jen Toth

Peggy Miklus

*First half of Berthold Klein’s presidency there was no vice president
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Rob Erick

• Education – Events – Fellowship
• Great Photographers – Wonderful People

• Not the oldest, but certainly the BEST
• Congratulations CPS!!

Jim Frazer

Thanks to Community Service Volunteers!

Kathie and Matt Golobic

Here’s to another 125!

Darlene Jacobson

All the Best!!

Maria Kaiser

Joined when CPS turned 100. Happy to be here for its 125th

Berthold Klein

The Klein Family – Berthold, Bert E., Elisabeth, the kids and pets.

Dan Kozminski

Amazing Club! Go for 250.

Marianne Legeza

In memory of Uncle Michael Jackovich, photographer

Steve and Charmane Lucsik

May the light always be at your back

Maria Isabel Martin-Vacaro

I love CPS!

Felicia Matras

Educating, Sharing, Enduring—Thanks CPS!

Melissa Mendise

Congratulations CPS!

Dee Palmer

Have had the best times at CPS!!

Joe and Marcia Polevoi

CPS at 125 years, bigger and better than ever!

Russell E. Purnell, Jr.

The Fire Escape 3rd 1997 Year

Kolman and Jane Rosenberg

Congratulations CPS on your first 125 years!! Here’s to the next 125!!

Beth Rossi

A window to my heart and mind. Thank you.

Stephen A. Snitzky

Good Luck!

Praveena Thiagarajan

Kudos to all members, past and present, for 125 years!!

Paul Vidal

Congratulations on 125 years!

Dennis and Vicki Wert

Congratulations CPS!! The first 125 years are the toughest.

Mike Wiant

Congratulations, CPS! Looking forward to another 125 years!
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2007-2008 Year-End Awards

PICTORIAL CATEGORY		

CREATIVE CATEGORY

Color

Thru-the-Lens
Name

Image

Award

Name

Image

Award

Rick Wetterau

Black Light Motion

Photo of the Year

Todd Liebenauer

Pittsburgh

Photo of the Year

Barb Pennington

Circling in the Dark

1st

Neil Evans

Hawk

1st

Bill Rittman

Water Lily

2nd

Ron Wilson

Slot Canyon

2nd

Louise Kilgore

Bottle Tree - To Ward off Evil Spirits

3rd

Joe Polevoi

Much too Much Mischief

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Clinton Buhler & Neil Evans (tie)

Joe Polevoi

Most Accumulated Points

Black and White

Thru-Processing
Ed Rynes

Yellow Mustang, Strange House

Photo of the Year

Ron Wilson

Horse Drive

Photo of the Year

Ron Wilson

Country Road

1st

Ed Rynes

Seaside Gazebos

1st

Cheryl Donovan

A Walk in the Clouds

2nd

Barb Pennington

Tree Stack on the Beach

2nd

Hubert Ho

Moon Night, Monument Valley, Arizona

3rd

Rob Erick

Maplecrest Barn

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Ed Rynes

Todd Liebenauer

Special

Special
Sharon Doyle

Most Accumulated Points

Rocks on Monterey Beach

Charlie Caseau

Louise Kilgore

NATURE CATEGORY

PROJECTION CATEGORY (PICTORIAL)

Strict

Color

Evening Stroll

John Moddejonge

Name

Image

Award

Name

Image

Award

Jay Patel

Heaven’s Gate - Glacier National Park

Photo of the Year

Ron Wilson

Twilight

Photo of the Year

Mary Rynes

Egrets Mating

1st

Rick Wetterau

Sage Room

1st

Ed Rynes

Egret Displaying Plume

2nd

Maria Kaiser

Seagulls

2nd

Varina Patel

The Dreaming - Bryce Canyon

3rd

Nancy Balluck

Fiddler

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Ron Wilson

Mary Rynes

Most Accumulated Points

Black and White

Non-Strict
Nancy Balluck

Apples

Photo of the Year

Rob Erick

Lake View

Photo of the Year

Ron Wilson

Barred Owl

1st

Ed Rynes

Egret

1st

Janet Sipl

Ice Storm

2nd

Timothy Long

Church Door

2nd

Ed Rynes

Equine Portrait

3rd

Nancy Balluck

Ari

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Rob Erick

Ed Rynes

Most Accumulated Points

35MM Slide

Special
Hubert Ho

Antelope Canyon #2

William Meyer

Maria Kaiser

Lighthouse on North Cape

Photo of the Year

Rob Erick

Fall

Ruth Morrison

Ron Wilson

Movements in Yellow #3

1st

Doug Bacso

Paradise

2nd

Isabel Martins

Shapes

3rd

PEOPLE CATEGORY
Color

Doug Bacso

Name

Image

Award

Special

Ed Rynes

Girl with Daffodil II

Photo of the Year

Sharon Doyle

Nancy Balluck

The Red Scarf

1st

Sharon Doyle

Two Men from Israel

2nd

Ron Wilson

Meditation

3rd

Barb Pennington & Ed Rynes (tie)

Most Accumulated Points
Toozigoot

Henry Mayer

Most Accumulated Points

Black and White
Ron Wilson

Secrets

Photo of the Year

Neil Evans

Down by the Station

1st

Nathalie Snyder

Princesses

2nd

Nancy Balluck

Arianna

3rd

Ron Wilson

Most Accumulated Points
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2008-2009 Year-End Awards
CREATIVE CATEGORY

PICTORIAL CATEGORY		

Thru-the-Lens

Color

Name

Image

Award

Name

Image

Award

Rick Wetterau

Bark up a Tree

Photo of the Year

Tony Berling

Two Wolves, One Pepperoni

Photo of the Year

Mary Rynes

Drive-by Image #1

1st

Neil Evans

Grand Champion Dahlia

1st

Janet Sipl

Atlanta Aquarium Lights

2nd

Janet Sipl

A Lily's Offering

2nd

Nancy Balluck

Dome in St. Peter's Basilica

3rd

Mary Rynes

Garfield Memorial Stairwell

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Rick Wetterau

Mary Rynes & Rick Wetterau (tie)

Most Accumulated Points

Black and White

Thru-Processing
Joe Polevoi

Ultimate Cruise

Photo of the Year

Rick Wetterau

Brewing Sky

Photo of the Year

Neil Evans

Molten

1st

Jim Frazer

Shy Snow Leopard

1st

Jim Frazer

Split Log Fence

2nd

Ed Rynes

Wilted Peace Lily

2nd

Ed Rynes

Rock Hall Origami

3rd

Neil Evans

Heron

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Thomas Fleming

Joe Polevoi

Most Accumulated Points

Special

Special
Jen Simmons

Bringer of Magic

Charlie Caseau

Jim Frazer

Leaves and Ice Abstract

Charlie Cervenak

NATURE CATEGORY

Shirley Keller

Skunkbush Walk

John Moddejonge

PROJECTION CATEGORY (PICTORIAL)
Color

Strict

Name

Image

Award

Name

Image

Award

Rick Wetterau

Mill Creek Overlook

Photo of the Year

Barb Pennington

Oregon Coast

Photo of the Year

Sue Curtis

Terminal Tower Above the Clouds

1st

Ed Rynes

Great Egret #1132

1st

Dan LeHoty

Surf up, Sun Down, Homeward Bound

2nd

Tony Berling

Portrait of a Wolf

2nd

Ed Rynes

Breezy Egret

3rd

Jim Frazer

Yellowstone Bleached Cliff

3rd

Rick Wetterau

Most Accumulated Points

Black and White

Will Sebastian
Non-Strict

Most Accumulated Points

Ron Wilson

Dancer in Black and White

Photo of the Year

Mary Rynes

Great Egret

Photo of the Year

Nancy Balluck

Jill and Grace

1st

Neil Evans

Lenten Rose

1st

Jim Frazer

Cat Stare Down

2nd

Barb Pennington

Baboon

2nd

Sharon Doyle

Gorilla

3rd

Ron Werman

Upper and Lower Yosemite Falls

3rd

Rob Erick

Most Accumulated Points

35MM Slide

Athena Salaba
Special

Most Accumulated Points

Doug Bacso

Alstrom Point

Photo of the Year

Harry Kaulfersch

Mammoth Hot Springs

William Meyer

Ron Wilson

Seed Pods

1st

Todd Liebenauer

Wood Duck #246

Ruth Morrison

Doug Bacso

Blue and Gold Sunrise

2nd

Maria Kaiser

Ship at Sunset

3rd

PEOPLE CATEGORY

Doug Bacso

Color
Name

Image

Award

Rob Erick

Verb Curve

Photo of the Year

Cheryl Donovan

Aged Woman

1st

Barb Pennington

Giving the Italian Eye

2nd

Kris Bosworth

Cruise in the Parkway

3rd

Kolman Rosenberg & Ron Wilson (tie)

Most Accumulated Points

Special
Rob Erick

Black Ghost

Henry Mayer

Most Accumulated Points

Black and White
Sharon Doyle

Girl in the Window

Photo of the Year

Nancy Balluck

Baby Boomer Bad Boy

1st

Cheryl Donovan

Girl with Curl

2nd

Ron Wilson

Amish Bikers

3rd

Nancy Balluck

Most Accumulated Points
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2009-2010 Year-End Awards

PICTORIAL CATEGORY		

CREATIVE CATEGORY

Color

Thru-the-Lens
Name

Image

Award

Name

Image

Award

Barbara Pennington

Looking for a Ride

Photo of the Year

Karen Warkany

Bee on a Betony

Photo of the Year

Neil Evans

Milkweed

1st

Ed Rynes

Pink Image 3322

1st

Russell Purnell

Orchid #2

2nd

Todd Liebenauer

Brothers

2nd

Rick Wetterau

Last Year's Tomatillo

3rd

Mary Rynes

Six Masks

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Mary Rynes

Nancy Balluck

Most Accumulated Points

Black and White

Thru-Processing
Sue Curtis

Life Underground

Photo of the Year

Janet Sipl

Lines in Nature

Photo of the Year

Sharon Doyle

Strange Friends

1st

Ed Rynes

Floral Image 3042

1st

George Sipl

Building Blocks

2nd

Darlene Beiter

Brian

2nd

Dale and jen Simmons

Nightmare Land

3rd

Joanne Damian

Luminescence

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Darlene Beiter

Sue Curtis and Dale & jen Simmons (tie)
Special
Joe Polevoi

Most Accumulated Points

Special
Trying to Improve Ohio

Charlie Caseau

NATURE CATEGORY

Don Keller

Bass Harbor Light

John Moddejonge

PROJECTION CATEGORY (PICTORIAL)

Strict

Color

Name

Image

Award

Name

Image

Award

Ray Muzilla

Great Egret with Egg

Photo of the Year

Ron Wilson

Flower 2096

Photo of the Year

Mary Rynes

Egret in Flight

1st

Janet Sipl

Blue Flower and Butterfly

1st

Ron Wilson

Cattle Egret 4915

2nd

Jeffrey Gibson

Foggy Sunrise at Beaver Marsh

2nd

Jeffrey Gibson

Morning Dew and Dragonfly

3rd

John MacKenzie

Close Encounters

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Ron Skinner

Jeffrey Gibson and Mary Rynes (tie)
Non-Strict

Most Accumulated Points

Black and White

Neil Evans

Come Softly

Photo of the Year

Sharon Doyle

Owl in Tree

1st

George Sipl

Crow's Eye View

2nd

Ron Wilson

Butterfly

3rd

Neil Evans

Most Accumulated Points

Special
Harry Kaulfersch

Antelope Canyon

William Meyer

Todd Liebenauer

Wood Ducks

Ruth Morrison

Ed Rynes

Egret Preparing Nest

Photo of the Year

Nathalie Snyder

Reawakening

1st

Nancy Balluck

Nicole

2nd

Joanne Damian

Ten

3rd

Rob Erick

Most Accumulated Points

Special
Neil Evans

Pooh and Bee

Henry Mayer

Name

Image

Award

Ed Rynes

Child with Ukelele

Photo of the Year

Jim Frazer

Guitar Man

1st

Mary Rynes

Two Smiles

2nd

Sue Curtis

Freddie

3rd

PEOPLE CATEGORY
Color

Ed Rynes

Most Accumulated Points

Black and White
Daniel Kozminski

Crusty

Photo of the Year

Shannon Rice

Contemplation

1st

Thomas Legeza

Poverty's Legacy

2nd

Daniel LeHoty

Lady Pose #2

3rd

Nancy Balluck

Most Accumulated Points

Special
Nancy Balluck
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Pre-Recital Giggles

Charlie Cervenak
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2010-2011 Year-End Awards

PICTORIAL CATEGORY		

CREATIVE CATEGORY

Color

Thru-the-Lens
Name

Image

Award

Name

Image

Award

Rick Wetterau

Clematis Seed Head

Photo of the Year

Harry Kaulfersch

Painted Sisters

Photo of the Year

Steve Lucsik

Egret Colors

1st

Janine Brooks

Purple Iris 2

1st

Neil Evans

Cereus 1

2nd

Ron Wilson

Verb in Blue

2nd

Darlene Beiter

CPL Stairwell

3rd

Jane Rosenberg

Dew Droplets

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Harry Kaulfersch

Steve Lucsik

Most Accumulated Points

Black and White

Thru-Processing
Sue Curtis

Cosmic City

Photo of the Year

Joanne Damian

American West

Photo of the Year

Ron Wilson

Dancing on Water

1st

Rick Wetterau

Mill Creek Walkway

1st

Shirley DeWitte

Unconditional Love

2nd

Daniel LeHoty

Candy

2nd

Erik Pickering

A Rose by Any Other Name

3rd

Jim Frazer

Aged Tall Ship

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Rick Wetterau

George Sipl

Special

Special
Joe Polevoi

Most Accumulated Points

Take Me to Your Leader

Charlie Caseau

Dave Kibler

Duggers Creek

John Moddejonge

PROJECTION CATEGORY (PICTORIAL)

NATURE CATEGORY

Color

Color
Name

Image

Award

Name

Image

Award

Karen Warkany

Beez Work

Photo of the Year

Debbie DiCarlo

Dew on Wildflower

Photo of the Year

Harry Kaulfersch

Mating Ritual

1st

Karen Warkany

Engine #3

1st

Neil Evans

Dryers Saddle

2nd

Linda Nellis

Tomb Inside Garfield's Monument

2nd

Ed Rynes

Flamingo Splashing

3rd

Marianne Legeza

Serenity at White Sands Dunes

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Ed Rynes

Harry Kaulfersch

Most Accumulated Points

Black and White

Black and White
Jim Frazer

Fungus and Friends

Photo of the Year

Rob Erick

Sign of Spring

Photo of the Year

Nancy Balluck

Tomatoes

1st

Joe Polevoi

Series of Self-Portraits

1st

Sara Bright

Shadow Sea

2nd

Barb Pennington

Pumped

2nd

Neil Evans

Magnolia Heart

3rd

Judy Gerson

Veterans’ Bridge

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Rob Erick

Sue Curtis

Most Accumulated Points

Special

Special
Daniel Le Hoty

Grand Canyon South Ridge

William Meyer

Rick Wetterau

Thistle Head

Ruth Morrison

Jeffrey Gibson

Winter Mist on Cuyahoga

Henry Mayer

Name

Image

Award

Barb Pennington

Homeless

Photo of the Year

Jeffrey Gibson

Girl with Red Umbrella

1st

Don Keller

Morning Walk

2nd

Dan Kozminski

Seduction

3rd

PEOPLE CATEGORY
Color

Susan Onysko & Ed Rynes (tie)

Most Accumulated Points

Black and White
Daniel LeHoty

The Agile One

Photo of the Year

Sue Curtis

Kentucky Woman

1st

Nancy Balluck

Snack Time

2nd

Barb Pennington

Empty Net

3rd

Dan LeHoty

Most Accumulated Points

Special
Kolman Rosenberg
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Hale Farm Ladies

Charlie Cervenak
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PICTORIAL CATEGORY		

CREATIVE CATEGORY

Color

Thru-the-Lens
Name

Image

Award

Name

Image

Award

Lisa Beyer

Safe?

Photo of the Year

Karen Warkany

Refreshing

Photo of the Year

Bob Boyle

Red and Chrome

1st

Susan Onysko

Working in India #2

1st

Joe Polevoi

Custom Design

2nd

Anna Tymczak-Rzemieniuk

Rocky Mountain Pond

2nd

Anna Tymczak-Rzemieniuk

Liquified

3rd

Betsy Barker

Love You Too

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Susan Onysko

Steve Lucsik

Most Accumulated Points

Black and White

Thru-Processing
Jackie Sajewski

Lantern's Way

Photo of the Year

Daniel Le Hoty

Cage Fight

Photo of the Year

Bogdan Pieniak

Koi

1st

Sue Curtis

Old Train Station

1st

Debbie DiCarlo

Brecksville Station

2nd

Barb Pennington

One Dancer

2nd

Erik Pickering

Fierce Justice

3rd

Darlene Beiter

The Stairwell

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Dan Le Hoty

Dan Kozminski

Special

Special
Shirley DeWitte

Most Accumulated Points

Red Sky in Morning

Charlie Caseau

NATURE CATEGORY

Dan Sandy

Before the Light

John Moddejonge

PEOPLE CATEGORY

Color

Candid

Name

Image

Award

Name

Image

Award

Donna Schneider

Yucca Sunset

Photo of the Year

Bogdan Pieniak

Look What We Won

Photo of the Year

Jeff Gibson

Prince Basket Tail

1st

Shirley DeWitte

Flying Without Wings

1st

Barb Pennington

Cheetah

2nd

Susan Onysko

Cubano Farmer

2nd

Bogdan Pieniak

Emerging Cicada

3rd

Vicki Wert

Scotsman

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Bogdan Pieniak

Harry Kaulfersch
Black and White

Most Accumulated Points

Posed

Anita Orenick

Glacier Bay

Photo of the Year

Susan Onysko

Framed

Photo of the Year

Nancy Balluck

Acadian Coast

1st

Lisa Marie Beyer

Fabulous Eyes

1st

Michele Schneider

Eye on the Sky

2nd

Mawale Shamaila

Miss Jo' necce

2nd

Dan Sandy

B & W Waterfall

3rd

Erik Pickering

Day Dreaming

3rd

Most Accumulated Points

Sue Curtis & Susan Onysko (tie)

Tom Fleming
Special

Most Accumulated Points

Studio

Sharon Doyle

Colorado

William Meyer

Erik Pickering

Mom to Be

Photo of the Year

Harry Kaulfersch

Black Crowned Night Heron

Ruth Morrison

Barb Pennington

Crystal

1st

Bob Boyle

Man in Blue Sweater

2nd

Paul Shinkovich

Just Relaxing

3rd

PROJECTION CATEGORY (PICTORIAL)
Color
Name

Image

Award

Ron Wilson

Round Up 8120

Photo of the Year

Matthew Kuhns

Clearing Storm / El Cap

1st

Harry Kaulfersch

Cattle Egret

2nd

Stan Lindholm

Biplane

3rd

Harry Kaulfersch

Most Accumulated Points

Black and White
Deb Rozin

Phil 52

Photo of the Year

Rob Erick

Nesting Heron

1st

Vicki Wert

Kale

2nd

Jim Frazer

Lonely

3rd

Rob Erick

Jackie Sajewski

Most Accumulated Points

Special
Sue Curtis

Eva

Charlie Cervenak

Name

Image

Award

Joe Polevoi

Can Cause Headaches

Photo of the Year

Bogdan Pieniak

Dangerous Duty

1st

Betsy Janda

Vietnam Memorial Wall

2nd

Darlene Beiter

President Obama's Visit

3rd

PHOTOJOURNALISM CATEGORY

Most Accumulated Points

Special
Harry Kaulfersch

Snowy Egret

82

Henry Mayer
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